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Stovall's Call For Session Surprises Administrationv
By HERBERT SPARROW
FRANKFORT, Ky. Lep) Taeing_tee
state administration by apparent total
surprise in the governor's absence, U.
Gov. Thelma Stovall has called for a
special session of the Legislature to
convene in three weeks.
Gov. Julian Carroll, meantime, who
is in Georgia, was scheduled to issue a
statement today through his.. press
secretary about the sudden develop-
ement
Mrs. Stovall took the unusual action
while Carroll was attending a seminar
for new governors at Lake Lanier Islan-
ds. Ga. Under the state constitution, she
has full powers as acting governor
when the chief executive is away.
The last time a lieutenant governor
convened a special legislative session
was in 1935.
-Gary Metier, press secretary for
Carroll, said the governor would not
change his travel plans and would
remain in Georgia until Sunday af-
ternoon.
Mrs. Stovall caught Carroll and the
rest of state government, the news
media and the public by surprise when
she quietly filed a proclamation in the
secretary of state's office late Friday,
convening a special General Assembly
session Dec. 11.
House Speaker William Kenton. con-
tacted shortly after Mrs. Stovall's an-
nouncement, said he was-"Nnazed that
she would take this action without con-
sulting with the legislative leadership,
but that is her right and prerogative as
lieutenant governor.'
The extraordinary session is ex-
pected to last two to three weeks.
Mrs. Stovall listed six areas of con-
sideration by the legislators that deal
mainly with tax relief, utility rate
reform and changes in financing of the
new lower court system.
One of six candidates for the
Democratic nomination for governor
next year, the 59-year-old silver-haired
Mrs. Stovall denied her move was for
political purposes. She said the people
ol Kentuoky need immediate relief
from inflation and added that her,
proposals for the special session would
provide some of that relief.
Among the proposals that will be of-
fered by the lieutenant governor will be
elimination of the 5 percent sales tax on
residential utility bills, a $200 increase
in the standard deduction on state in-
come taxes, lowering the eligibility age
for income tax benefits for the elderly
from 65 to At, elimination of the
automatic charge to customers by elec-
tric utilities for increased filet costs and
prohibition of property tax increases
because of inflationary effects on
assessments.
Mrs. Stovall said she will also
propose strengthening the power of the
attorney general's consumer protection
division to intervene in utility rate
cases.
She said she will suggest
modifications of "state law relating to
district court fines and costs -
Chandler Recalls Earlier Decision
By MIKE CLARK
Associated-Press Writer
LOULSVILLE, Ky. (AP) -- U. Gov.
Thelma Stovall's call of a special
session of the Kentucky General
Assembly sent political analysts
scurrying into dusty archives in search
of a precedent.
What they found was a legendary
name in Kentucky' politics— Albert B.
"Happy" Chnedler.
Chandler, governor and U.S. Senator
before becoming baseball com-
missioner in 1945, was lieutenant
governor in 1935 when he issued a call
for a special session of the General
Assembly. Chandler, reached Friday at
his home in Versailles, recalled with
ease the furor surrounding that call,
made in the absence of Gov. Ruby
Laffoon,
Chandler said that there had been
only one prior case of a lieutenant
governor calling such a- session in the
absence of the governor.
"That was Nebraska, and it (a court
decision) had gone 2-1 the other way,"
Chandler said.
Chandler called the special session to
enact a compulsory primary election
law, citing a survey taken earlier that
summer Indicating ,that vast
majority" of Kentucky voters favored a
primary over the convention plan
backed by Gov. Laffpen.
"He (Laffoon) came back from
Washington and undertook to cancel the
call," Chandler said. "But the circuit
court upheld it, and the Court of
Appeals upheld it-by a 4-3 vote.
"Now it is the law of Kentucky that
the lieutenant governor, in the absence
of thegovernor, -ean -call an5 es-
traorduiary session. With the governor
out of the state, the lieutenant governor
has all the powers, prerogatives and
privileges of the governor.
"Once in session, after being
properly called, they (the members of
the General Assembly) must respond.
They can consider only the items listed
on the call, and they must stay it out."
Ms. Stovall was on solid ground when
she filed the call for a special session on
Friday, but Chandler had no such
,precedent on which to fall back. Still, he
felt that the issue of election reform
was worth the gamble.
"I was pot anxious to do a foolish
thing, and I was sober,"fie laughed. "I
calculated the risks — and there were
risks — but I finally determined that
the riSks were justified, and I issued the
call for d free and open primary. I
- wrote the proclamation longhand -on a'
yellow piece of paper, and somewhere
It's still in existence.
"If the court had decided against me,
it would have hurt me and I wouldn't
have been elected governor in 1936," he
added, "but they did an unprecedented
thing," he said.
Chandler recalled that Laffoon, a
bitter political enemy, tried to change
the primary bill, , with disastrous
results.
The initial bill called for a single
primary, but the Laffoon forces
managed to tack on an amendment
requiring a run-off if no candidate
received a majority in the primary.
Chandler was an also-ran in the
primary, but got a second chance when
no candidate garnered a majority.
Chandler won the runoff.
"I was slugging for the fences back
then," Chandler laughed. —
DOT Officials Optimistic As Winter
Of 1978-79 Nears; Say They're Ready
Officials with Kentucky Department
of Transportation, Bureau of High-
ways, say they're optimistic as the
winter of 1978-'79 nears.
“I feel lace we're in good shape, we
have plenty of salt this year," Robert
''Bob" Hodges, district highway
engineer, Said Friday afternoon.
Hodges echoed his- "boss," state
highway engineer Frank Kemper who
told Associated Press from his Frank-
fort offices earlier this week,' I-detect a
real note of optimism. We're gooing in
much better than we expected.
Kemper said the state has 504 pieces
of new equipment on order, including
tandem trucks, damp trucks, graders—
and snovrplowi. Although delivery has
been slow, it all should be in my mid-
January, he said.
Hodges said about one third of the
new equipment allocated to the First
District has arrived. "The tandem
trucks haven't arrived yet."
The state has stockpiled about .-:,000
tons of salt —40,000 tons more than was
on hand at this time last year, Kemper
said.
Planning Commission
To Meet Tuesday Night
Murray Planning Commission is
expected to meet Tuesday night and
vote on two rezoning request; 'ac-
cording to an agenda for that session.
Planning commission members, in a
session that begins at 7 p.m. in city
council chambers of Murray City Hall,
are slated to vote. on Edwin and Edna
_ Robinson's- rezoning request and one-
coming frore the city. The Robinson
request, which asks for a change from a
.residential status to business, deals
with a piece of property at 1010 Payne.
The city is asking that a piece ot
property at U.S. 641-KY 121N be
changed to a business classification.
The commission recently conducted
public hearings on both requests.
Planning Commission members are
also expected to review a preliminary
subdivision plat for Joe Hal Spann and
discuss a proposed -amendment to the
city zoning ordinance allowing
privately owned outdoor recreational
• facilities as conditional uses in some
zones.
Hodges said about 5,990 toes of salt is
stored at DOT headquarters in
Paducah while another.. 4,000 is on
storage in McCracken County in one of
six new state salt storage domes. He
indicated also that 1,990 tons of salt is
stored at each county DOT facility. The
Calloway County facility is located on
Industrial Road in Murray.
"We have plenty of materiay_and I
feel we have a good plan.. .we just don't
have all our equipment yet," Hodges
said. Hodges said his office has a
detailed plan for scheduling during
snowy days this winter.
Officials recently released maps
detailing priority roads that will be
plowed during snowy weather. They're
expected to circulate newer maps
explaining further road upkeep plans
next week.
Kemper said the state can draw from
the salt stockpiles in emergency
situations. "It will guard us against
river freezeups and extended delivery
delays like what has happened the last
two years," said J.R. Cook, assistant
highway maintenance director.
Hodges said DOT workers "ac-
complished quite a bit" of the damage
done to state-maintained roads last
winter. "I think ,we did real well. 1 -
hesitate to say we got all the potholes
but we worked .at it," Hodges said.
Kemper said repair of last winter's
winter damaged roads is 95 percent
complete statewide.
BARBIRSHOtOUARTET — The quarreling school board is transformed into a singing group by Professor HaroldHill in r The Music Man". Shown are Jahn Hayes, Tim Hawkins,. Dan Stallings and Toby Roberts. Among the songsfeaturing the quartet are 'Sincere,' "Goodnight ladies," "It's YOu" and Lida Rds.f.--The last night of the play is Satur-day. November 10 at 8:00 p.m. in the Carman Pavilion across from Calloway County High School. Tickets for the-Murray-Callowas County Community Theatre's jarQ • 131.,e..-mu_
. tor Crerens. Group raes are available by calting-t19-173Tby meet sat itrday.
J.R. Barlow, °highway equipment
director, said new-equipment will be a
boon to the state's snow and ice
removal effort.
"The real thing that will assist us is
replacing old trucks that couldn't make
it through the winter," Barlow said. "A
new truck hopefully will last longer
thah one 10 years old, and will enable us
not to have as many breakdowns.'."..
He said as many as 60 to 70 trucks
were broken down at any one time last
winter.
Shortages of highway workers also
hampered snow and ice removal efforts
last winter, but Kemper said that
situation has improved too.
- Recent wage increases ranging from
10 percent to 20 percent for 4,100
maintenance employees "have put us
in much better shape," he said.
"We're not too far from being up to
par," he said, adding that the real test
will come with bad weather, when some
workers will leave their jobs.
"That's where we get trouble," he
said,- "but I don't blame them. It's
dangerous work."
Kemper said the bureau is con-
ducting training sessions for heavy
equipment operators.
"We learned something last winter,Ii=
he said. "We didn't have the equipment
or the people who knew how to ruri h.
"If We can get through the first snow
with a lot of success, we'll have some
expertise, and maybe the public will
have more faith in us."
inside today
especially the increased fines for sonic
traffic offenses.
Mrs. Stovall estimated her programs
would cost the state $21 million this
fiscal year and $5 million next year.
She said anticipated surpluses in state
revenues would offset the additional
cost this year, but that state govern-
ment would have to cut back on spen-
ding by $22 million in the 1970-80 fiscal
year.
She said that could be made up in ex-cess capital construction or the
tightening of public service contracts to
out-of-state companies.
Though Mrs. Stovall's action was not
unprecedented, it was unusual. The
move was last made 43 years ago when
A.B. "Happy" Chandler called a
special session to set up a free primary
election.
Mrs. Stovall acknowledged during a
late-evening interview that she did not
consult with -legislative leaders or the
governor. She said she was still un-
decided about making the move until
Friday afternoon.
She said she made her decision after
listening to her 1979 rivals for governor
speak to a meeting of county officials at
Ft. Mitchell earlier in the day. She said
they all seemed to be calling for the
same thing - tax relief.
Depsite his initial reaction to her an-
nouncement, Kenton, perhaps the most
powerful legislative leader, said he
welcomed the session and hoped it
would be over in the two weeks before
Christmas.
CHRISTMAS DECORATIONS — Workers with the Murray Electric Systembegan decorating the city for Christmas this week. Here, lames Lamb in-
stall a decoration on a street light pole. Staff Photo by Lowell AtchleN
Local Youngsters To
Be In 'Miracle Worker'
Several local Murray youngsters
have been cast in the upcoming
production of The Miracle Worker at
the Murray State University Thentre.
The Murrayans who will appear
include: Mike Butwell, son of Dr. and
Mrs. Richard Butwell; Jennifer
Rayburn, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Bill
Rayburn; Allison Faye Carr, daughter
of Capt. and Mrs. David Carr; Shannon
Christopher, daughter of Dr. Lochie
Christopher-Overby; Andrea
Galloway; daughter of Dr, and Mrs.
Rex Galloway; Gidget Vaughn,
daughter of Mr. - and Mrs. Jackie
Vaughn; Stacy Woods, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Kelley Woods; and Leila
Umar, " daughter of Dr. and Mrs.
Farouk Umar.
The Miracle Worker is the story of the
blind and deaf Helen Keller and the
work accomplished by her teacher,
One Section — 10 P-ages
The Calloway County boys basketball team came close
in their season opener last night. but Hickman County
edged the 1.akers 47-42. For a report on the game, see




with near normal temperatures.
Highs in the low to mid 50s. Clear
• and cold tonight with kiwi near
32. Increasing cloudiness and
turning colder Sunday. Highs in
the upper 40s to low 50s.
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Annie Sullivan. The play details the
struggle of the young child as she at-
tempts to overcome her physical
handicaps. It also shows the tender and
warm relationship developed between
teacher and student. Moments of
jubilation and gaiety are interspersed
with periods of frustration.
Dr. Mark Malinauskas, director of
Theatre at Murray State and the shows
director, said, "It is one of the nyt
heart warming stories I've ever' eri%
countered. It should have an appeal to
parents and their children for it shows
the little things we take for granted' in
our family lives. When a child learns a
first word or takes a first step, we are
elated. Think of what it must have
meant in the Keller household when at
six-years-old Helen Keller learned to
say her first word!"
"They have tremendous energy and
vitality. Each one has a delightful
sparkle and brilliance, "Dr.
Malinauskas said of the youngsters
working in the play.
Performances of The Miracle Worker
will take place on November 30 and
December 1 and 2 at 8:00 p.m. in the




Murray -Board of Education mem-
bers are expected to hear a report on
the status of the system's immunization
program and a review of a state fire
marshal report from September when
the board meets Monday night.
Originally slated to meet Thursday
night, the board has agreed to meet
Monday night due to the Thanksgiving
holiday conflict, a spokesehan said
That session begins at 7 p.m. in board
offices on Poplar Street.
Also on the agenda for the session is a
report onaiduukaudiaw regoesrfet
Spanish trip; a review of the bend's
objectives, personnel recornmendatinsand other business
Bluegrass State CB Club
will meet at the lodge hall,
North side of court square,
Murray, at 7 p.m.
Singles Unlimited will
meeet at the socill hall of the
First UrI t?.e.,irMethodist
Church at' p.m. All single
ye -of age we
invited.
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free
and Accepted Masons will
meet at the Lodge Hall, High-
way 121 North at Johnny
Robertson Road, at 7:30 p.m.
Theta Department of
Murray Woman's Club will
meet at the club house at 7:30
p.m. with the program on
"Crafts" by Wild Raspberry.
Quad State Junior High
School Band Festival
featuring three junior high
bands selected from the four-
state area will 1* featured at 7
p.m. at Lovett Auditorium,
Murray State. This is open to
the publicat no charge.
Monday. November 20
Sweet Dreams, old time
taffy pull and popcorn ball
makin', will be fetured at
Empire Farm, land Between
the Lakes, from 9:30 a.m. to
1:30 p.m.
Foreign Mission Book Study
with Mrs. Earl Shoemake of
Paducah as teacher will he at
First Baptist . Church
Fellowship Hall at 6 p.m. A






Calloway County High School
at 8:30 a.m. •
Tuesday, November 21
Murray Tiger Basketball
Kick Off Chili suppes-will be-
held at Murray High School at
6:30 p.m. Cost will be$1.50 per
--
Coles Camp Ground United
Methodist Church will have, a
potluck supper at the church
at 6:30 p.m. with program by
Kirksey group at 710 p.m.
Martin's Chapel United
Methodist Church Women are
scheduled to meet at 7 p.ni.
Dexter Senior Citizens will
meet at 10 a.m. at the Dexter
Center.
Shower for Glen and Debbie
Lents who lost their home and
contents by fire will be at the
Hardin City Hall frqm 8:30
a.m. to 5 p.m. Persons may
come and go as they like.
Tuesday. November 21
Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
will meet at 7 p.m. at the
Ledge Hall, Highway 121
North.
Music Department, Murray
Woman's Club, will meet at
7:30 p.m. at the club house
with Neva Gray Allbritten in
charge of the program.
Your Individual
Horoscope
 Frames Drake 
FOR SUNDAY, NOVEMBER
19, 1,78
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth
Sign.
ARUM
k Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) 1411
- The ersirparry
beginning to have an influence
on you. Better decide if this is
the way you want to go. If not,
make new friends.
TAURUS
( Apr. 21 to May 2l 1 d'
There are just too many
thoughts buzzing around your
head. Force yourself to zero in
on first things first or you
won't accomplish a thing.
GEMINI
May 22 to June 21) no,
Be realistic about your
affairs. If you mistake wishes
for reality, you will be
disillusioned.
CANCER
Juae 22 to July 23)
It's up to you to keep
domestic matters running
smoothly. Lose your temper
and it will be like lighting a
match in a firecracker fac-
tory. Walk softly.
LEO
( July 24 to Aug. 23)4
What have you done hi
yourself lately? It's time to
pamper YOU. Treat yourself
to something special this
evening:
VIRGO
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
You usually are fast to
grasp opaortunity, but if you
are not on your toes it could
pass you by today. Stay away
from someone who is com-
petitive.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
You'd like to sing the song of
the open road, drive off into a
travelogue sunset. Enjoy such
thoughts — but right now you
cannot escape responsibility.
promptly, curbing a tendency
to put off this social duty. The
response could be a pleasant
surprise.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) )60*
While your first reaction to
people is usually right on
target, there are exceptions to
every rule. Keep this thought
fif rifled -fixby -when - you are
introduced to someone you
find excituig.
CAPRICORN
Dec. 22 to Jan. 201
Postpone shopping, at least
for a few days. Your mind is
not settled on exactly what
you wish to purchase, so don't
waste time and effort until
your plans are more definite.
AQUARIUS
( Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
There are too many things
on your mind. Unless you
make lists and check items
off, you are likely to overlook
-something and thereby anger
a lover or mate.
PISCES
( Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
Plans, conversation, or a
phone call touch on a journey
you may be making. The
thought is exciting but, unless
you act soon, you won't travel
— you'll only talk and dream.
,Pit•••
140*
YOU BORN TODAY are
charismatic. Throughout your
life you will attract followers,
fans, admirers. You can be
stubborn and inflexible but, at
your best, you are a democrat,
not a dictator. A champion of
the underdog, you are a fierce
fighter for the causes you
espouse. Your gracious
manner can win even op-
ponents to your corner, for
when you apply charm very
few people can resist. Your
good mind and varied in-
terests could lead you into a
variety of careers — the
judiciary, law, business,





FOR MONDAY, NOVEMBER 20, 1978
ARIES
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
You could be shocked to
hear that a "perfect"
marriage is in danger of going
on the rocks. Don't meddle — •
and above all, don't take
sides!
TAURUS
(Apr. 21 to May 21)
Don't take any giant steps.
Instead, prepare the ground-
work before you make a move
so important it may entirely
change your life.'
GEMINI „
May 22 to June 21)
Walk a straight line today.
Don't be lured around any
corners or into . any back
alleys. Avoid temptation!
CANCER
( June 22 to July 23)
Don't gad about this p.m.
even though you will be
coaxed Jo do so. Be firm and
do what YOU want to do. You
are entitled to enjoy a night at
home.
LEO
(July. 24 to Aug. 23)
If you are not alert to the
sensitivities of a friend or co-
worker a blunt and careless
remark may cause friction.
Be tactful.
Murray TOPS Club will
meet at the Health Center,
North 7th and Olive Streets, at
7 p.m.
Sweet Dreams, taffy pull_
and popcorn ball makin', will -
be at Empire Farm, Land -
Between the Lakes, from 9:30
a.m. to 1:30 p.m.
Potluck luncheon and
Thanksgiving service,
sponsored by Actult IV
members of First Baptist
Church, will be at 12 noon at
the Fellowship Hall of the
church. All senior adults are
invited and no reservations
are needed.
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•-• Saturday, Nov ember 18
a Basketball Jamboree for
East, North, and Southwest
Calloway Elementary Schools.
will be at Jeffrey gym at 6:31
p.m , sponsored by the
-Calloway 'Boosters Club.
Supper will be served starting
M5:30 p.m.
Geeput---Woong • Teaturtrii
The liergee.Family of Wingo
sad Liberty Boys of Marshall
COM*, will be held at Dexter
Baptist Church at 7 p.m.
Foreign Mission book study
for All Girls in Grades 1 to 6 of
First Baptist Church will be
from 1:30 to 4 p.m. at the
church.
Annual Christmas Bazaar
and Bake Sale by the Women's
Missionary Union of Deward's
Chapel Church will be at the
Calloway County Public
Library starting at 9 a.m.
Square and round dancing
_ will be held at the WOW Hall
at 7:30 p.m.
Hazel Units of WOW will
have their annual Family
Night meeting at 6:30 p.m. at
the Hazel Community Center.
All-food will be furnished by
the Woodmen units.
Media Appreciation Day
will be beld-at -Murray State
University starting at 9:30
a.m.
Lady Rieers will play
Vanderbilt in opening
basketball season at 5:15 p.m.
In Murray State Fieldhouse.
Murray State will play
Western in football at 1:30
. p.m. at Stewart Stadium,
Murray.
The play, "Many Moons,"
will be presented by
Children's Theatre, Murray
State, At Lovett Auditorium,
at 9:3) a.m. and 1 p.m.
Admission is 50 cents or
season ticket.
Community Theatre will
present "Music Man" at the
A. Carman Pavillion, College
Farm Road,at 8 p.m.
Neighbors Quartet will sing
at Mars Hill Baptist Church at
7 p.m.
Ruling Star Lodge No. 51 F.
&A. M. is scheduled to th-eet at
the Lodge Hall at 7:30 p.m.
Wranglers Riding Club will
have itscawards banquet at the
University Branch of the Bank
of Murray at 6...30 p.m
Open -11Orse , Show, spon-
sored by Hardin and South
Marshall Riding Club, will be
et Livestock Show and
Exposition Center, at 7 p.m.
Admission is $1.00.
Events at Land Between the
Lakes will include Soap
Makin' from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
and Tales of Yesteryear at
6 : 30 :p.m. at The Homeplace-
1850: and Fall Faliage
workshop and field trip at 2
p.m. at Center Station.
Bake Sale, sponsored by the
Coldwater United Methodist
Church Youth Fellowship, will
he kW at the Central Shop-
Cater, North 12th Street,
Irma 16am. to 2 p.m.
Virgin ChapterNo. 56 Order




will start at II p.m. The public
is invited. -
Sunday, November 19
Special book study for
Acteens of First Baptist
Church will be from 3 to 5 p.m.
in the recreational area of the
church.
TV Documentary on Hunger
will be shown on Kentucky
Educational TV at..2 p.m.
Kirksey United Methodist
Men's breakfast will be at 7
a.m. with Dr. Jack Rose as
speaker.
Voice recital by Tom Allen,
Poplar Bluff, Mo., will be at 2
p.m. in the Farrell Recital
Hall, Fine Arts Center,
Murray State University.
Murray State University
Brass concert with John
Hancock as conductor will be
at 3:30 p.m. in the Recital
Hall, Fine .Arts Annex,
Murray State. No charge and
the public is invited.
Activities in land Between
the Lakes will include Soap
Makin' at The Homeplace-1850
from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m., Turkey
Tales at Center -Station at 2
p.m., and Sweet Dreams at
Empire Farm from 12 noon to
4 p.m.
Thanksgiving community
service with nine churches
participating will be at Oak
Grove' Cumberland
Presbyterian Church at 7 p.m.
The public is invited.
Monday, November 20 -
Penny Hpmemakers. Club
will meet with Mrs. Brent
Butterworth at 1 p.m.
Murray Chapter of the
National Secretaries
Association (International)
will have a potluck dinner with
husbands as guests at 7 p.m.
at the Branch Bank of Murray
on 641 North.
Parents Anonymous will
meet at -Immanuel Lutheran
Church, 15th ,and Main
Streets, Murray, at 7:15 p.m.




Citizens will meet at 7:30 p.m.
in Room 240, Special 
EducationBuilding, Murray
State. All members and in-
terested persons are invited.
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
the Health Center, Noll 7th
and Olive Streets, Murray, at
7:3q p.m.
No Arts and Crafts session
for Senior Citizens will be held
at St. John's Center today.
Place your order for tree ripened fruit, juices
& nuts from Florida. Shipped direct to Murray,
December 11-18.
CONTACT CALLOWAY COWRY FARM IMAM
Phone 753-4703
Last Day To Place Order Nov. 21
NavetOranges - 57.50 4/5 bu
Pink Seedless Grapefruit '  $6.25 4/5 bu.
Orlando Tangelos 37.00 4/5 bu
1-11-Dorsitv Orange Juice  
4 Hi-Density Grapefruit Juice
1.errionade Concentrate  
_ Reck.' Halsees  ..... . $3.50 pound
323.50/24 car case
 315 15/24 can case
36.50/24 coy' case
 _Mommemeraa 
Start Your Thanksgiving Vacation
Early Visit Us
Late Shaw Pam •11,
Fri II Sat 11:40
Sari • MKT f ITER TWINE It
Li zo,s . son 
C01111 Will CHEVY DIASE
gro
VIRGO tik
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) "I" -a
You are the subject of
considerable talk today — all
favorable. An achievement
has put you in the spotlight
Where —belong.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct 231
- You hake many acquain-
tances but you put all your
eggs in one basket-when it
comes to friendship. You may
find that this is not always a
good idea.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
- A delightful evening rates a
thank you note. Get it off
SI& *aerosol
2 so 4 rhilitren'q %taint.,
The very mention of '
romance rates a smirk today.
Don't let a temporary
disillusionment result in
cynicism. In the long run,
you'll be happy in affairs of
the heart.
SAGITTARIUS
( Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) 30f1140
Nothing pleases because
you are in a fault-finding
mood. Don't sell friends,
lovers, or associates short
because you're grumpy.
-CAPRICORN
( Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) 10
Your plans for a quiet day of
rest are doomed. Accept an
unexpected invitation to an
outing, and you will have an
absolutely delightful time.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Stand by to have your brains
picked. Others will call on
your quick Wit to come up with
an amusing slogan or saying.
As usual, you won't let them
down. .
PISCES_
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) XQ'
Don't be careless about your
appearance today because
you will meet someone of the
opposite sex who could be
important romantically or
where busines is concerned.
YOU BORN TODAY have
enthusiasm that can make the
_ most difficult task seem easy.
Your vitality and energetic
approach are the envy of co-
workers. Quick-witted',
resourceful and clear-headed
in an emergency, you would
-excel in business if that should
prove your choice. The arts
have great appeal for you. An
interest in science and space
technology could be
developed. You could be a
success in any field that of-
fered a challenge. Birthdate
of: Martin Luther, religious




Start your day right
By Lawrence Lamb, M.D.
DEAR DR. LAMB -- A
friend of mine who was
concerned about my contin-
ued use, of enemas gave me
one of your columns about
constipation. It was with a
great deal of interest and
r8llef that I rad- it. rhave -
suffered from irregularity
for many years now, and I
have done everything possi-
ble to have normal elimina-
tion. Would you be kind
enough to send me The
Health Letter you mentioned
in your column?
I am quite a nervous indi-
vidual and work very hard
at the office. My day begins
early at 6:30 a.m. and I don't
get home until 7:00 p.m.
Aside from my office
Oesponsibilitiee, I have to
take care of m(, aged mother
and my husband who is
ailing. I would really appre-
ciate any help4pu can give
me.
DEAR READER — I am
sending you The Health Let-
ter number 2-1, Spastic or
Irritable Colon and Consti-
pation. It will discuss in
more detail than I can here
what you need to do to
develop better bowel func-
tion. -
Briefly, I can say it de-
pends on including enough
bulk in your diet, and that
usually means cereal fiber,
drinking enough liquids, in-
cluding water, and taking
advantage of normal reflex
patterns that help you to
establish regular elimina-
tion.,
Lawrence E. Lamb, M.D.
I should add to that, chem-
ical laxatives on a regular
basis should be a real "no-
no„" They usually make
matters worse rather than
helping them.
Your best opportunity to
train relexes is immediately
Met-- the tireiiThisf Meaf,
and you may have to take
that into consideration in
planning your day's sched-
ule. A lot of people 'develop
poor bowel habits because
they rush to the office before
they have had time for their
day to really get going, and
their body to be functioning
in a normal way.
Other readers who want to
learn about training reflexes
and other matters related to
irritable or spastic colon can
send 50 cents with a long,
stamped, self-addressed en-
velope for this issue. Ad-
-dress your request to me in
care of this newspaper, P.O.
Box 1551, Radio City Station,
New York, NY 10019.
DEAR DR. LAMB — •My
nails are splitting and break-
ing. •-My doctor has me on
calcium tablets, but they are
not helping. Please suggest
what I might be lacking. I
am 48 years of age.
DEAR READER — It
may n9t-be what you are
lacking, but what you are
doing. A common cause for
difficulty with fingernails is
the use of fingernail polish
and the use of fingernail
polish remover. You might
try doing nothing to your
nails for a change and see if
that doesn't help, in case you
Pledge Program Held
Hazel UMW Meeting
.The general meeting of the
Hazel United Methodist
Church Women was held Nov.
7 at 7 p.m., with the president,
Mildred Herning, presiding.
Following the 'devotion, given
by Eula McCullough, and the -
reading of the minutes, the
president announced the
upcoming meetings of interestSCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) t° the grctuP'
- The annual pledge program
was given bY. Myrtle White,
treasurer, assisted by Eula
McCullough, Olga Freeman
and Madeliene Jones. The
program entitled "We witness
through Mission" was
designed to challenge the
women to meet the increased
needs in the many fields
sharing the 14 million dollar
annual budget of the United
Methodist Women, members
said. The program was con-
cluded by the signing of pledge
cards.
The China study will be held
in the home of Mildred Her-
ning on Nov. 14 from 9:00 a.m.
to 3:00 " p.m., with Olga
Freeman conducting the
study. Visitors are expected
from South Pleasant Grove
and Masons Chapel and each
person was asked to bring
sack lunch.
Officers Training Day will
be held in Gleason on Nov. 19
at 2:30 p.m.
The tape ministry and
visits by the Circle were
reported to be a tremendous
success, and a blessing to the
visitor as well is the shut-in
reeeiving this service,
members said.
A report on the workshop at
Kirksey, and the general
conference in Jackson was
given. These meetings were
attended -by Bro. and Mrs.
Frank Brett, Olga Freeman,
and Mildred Herning.
Olga Freeman, Mildred
Herning and Maureen Taylor
were appointed a committee
to plan the Christmas
Nairobi, now capital of
Kenya, replaced Mombasa as
capital of the British East
African Protectdrate in 1905.
Garnet Abdel Nasser was
president of Egypt from 1956
until his death in 1970.
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program, which is to be given
by the Arra Dunn Circle. Mrs.
Brett, Shellie Strader and
Goldie Edwards will serve on
the committee on decorations.
Sheltie Strader served
coffee and cake during the
sociailheur.
are using either nail polish
or nail polish remover.
Beyond that, ankther
cause for splitting and
breaking of nails is the
dryness that develops. To
help combat excessive
drying, you can Oil your
nails :each after yitth
have finished washing your
hands, or used your hands
for washing dishes, laundry
or anything else that would
soak the oil out of them. You
can use common baby oil or
even any of the cooking oils
you want just to oil up the
nails so that they will retain
Moisture.
As far as diet is con-
cerned, you must have an
adequate intake of good
quality protein and an ade-
'quate amount of calcium. If
you use enough milk, either
as a beverage or in fqod
preparation, the calcium
problem would be resolved.
And you need to be sure that
you are getting enough iron
in your diet. You can solve
this problem usually by tak-
ing one all-purpose vitamin




A special program on
"Crafts" will be presented by
persons from the Wild
Raspberry at the meeting of
the Theta Department of the
Murray Woman's Club to be
held Monday, Nov. 20, at 7:30
p.m. at the club house.,
Cloia Campbell, chairman,
and Martha Enix, vice-
chairman, urge all members
to attend. Members are asked
to bring their donations for the
Kentucky Arthritis Drive
collected in the Business and
Industry section to the
meeting on Monday, 'said
Thelma WarfOrd, projects
chairman for the department.
Hostesses will be Oneida
Boyd, Betty- Beaman, and
Margaret Cavitt.
Christian Women's CIO To.
Hold Meeting On Wednesday
The Murray Christian
Women's Club will have its
monthly luncheon 'on Wed-
nesday, Nov. 22, from 11:15
a.m. to 1:30 p.m, at the
Colonial House Smorgasbord,
U. S. Highway 641 Mirth.
"Holdiay Crafts" will be the
special feature of the program
to be presented by persons
from the Wild Raspberry.
Musical selections will be
presented by Mrs. Wayne
(Sandy) Hodge of Princeton
Guest speaker will be Mrs.
Hubert (Pat) Ellison of
Paducah. She is a
homemaker, mother, and wife
of the executive Officer of the
Four Rivers Boy Scout
Council. ,
Reservations for the lun-
cheon and ..free nursery are
necessary and may be made
by calling Mrs. David Lamb
489-2706 or Mrs. Raymond
Crawfard 753-5379.
All interested women in the
area are invited to attend, a
spokesman said.

















Contact namroot VA of focro
(chock your- phone book) or
•tonal  group.
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Custom Built Kitchen Cabinets
I•N
OEFUEIX'S




veYour Old Cabinets a New Face
Without Tearing Them Out







EVERYDAY SEVEN SEAS FEATURES
OHO '0 Menu
Fish Fillet under s years ........... Free
Fish Fillet 6-10 years .99
Fried Chicken 10 years & under :f..99
Hushpuppies, French Frtes a Slaw
salad Dar — .50 with meal
We Welcome That Opportunity to Demonstroto our swornand hospitality
Open 1 !UK Each Day
Seven Seas.
_ -
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. GOES NATIONAL Bill Kopperud, local realtor has just announced joining the Homes
for living, national realtor marketing service. Pictured from left are (battom row) Bill
Rayburn, and Harry Patterson. Top row (from left) George Gallagher, Geri Andersen,




Amployees of the Fladucah district office of The Prudential Insurince Company of
America met for dinner at The Ken Bar Resort honoring the-company anniversaries of
the following. From left to right, seated, are: Fred Kettler, sales mgr., Paducah, 20 years;Jack Slaughter, agt., Cape Girardeau, Mo., 32 years, Ruth Webb, office mgr., Paducah, 32
years; Peggy Glisson, Paducah, 15 years; Shidey Payne, Paducah, 20 years; Jake Roberips,
Cape Girardeau, agt, 20 years; Bill Paschall, CLU, mgr., Paducah, 20 years; Standing Tip
Gibson, Clarksville, Tn., agt., 15 years; Solon Bucy, agt., Murray, 15 years; Leonard Webb,sales mgr., Mayfield, 15 years; Pat ,Wiley, agt., Paducah, 15 years; Jim Elliott, agt.,
Murray, 10 years; Phillip Rich, agt., Barlow, Ky., 10 years; Mike Hooker, agt., Paducah, 10
years; Rudy Stewart, agt., Dexter, Mo., 10 years, Chuck Hughes, agt., Paducah, 10 years
service, was unable to attend.
Kopperud Realty Goes National
Kopperud Realty, 711 Main,
ha s been selected to join the
Haines For Living Network, a
unkue real estate marketing
organization comprised of
over 900- real estate firms
serving 9,000 communities in
all 50 states, Canada and the
Caribbean.
The Homes For Living
Network is a network of
residential UEALTORS
serving property owners with
a wide variety of specialized
marketing programs designed
to meet their individual needs.
The HFL Network • offers
numerous real estate
education programs and
services to its members so
they may better serve North
America's home buying and
selling public. Among these
services is "HOMES FOR
LIVING," a popular monthly
pictorial magazine, in-
dividualized for each member
and interchanged between all
members, portraying vividly
and simply, homes available
for ult. through EFL mem-
bers across North America.
Total annual circulation of
Homes For Living is over 18
million, with readership
topping the 40 million mark.
This magazine affords each
HFL member the eftra ser-
vice of showing immediately
homes available by fellow
members throughout North
America, and thus allows for
World of Sound Has
Grand Opening Today
Hafford James, owner of
World of Sound stereo and hi-
fi, announced the Grand
Opening of his new business at
222 south 12th beginning
yesterday and concluding
today. The store itself is said
to be one of the largest stereo
and hi-fl shops in thit area,
featuring stereos by Hitachi,
Emerson, and Craig, and hi-fi
by Sansui.
An unusal aspect of this
store is the unique listening
rooms. "We start a customer
off at the lowest priced stereo
and show him the difference in
sound, between systems,
according to\ price and
quality," James Said.
The rooms are filled with
equipment so that a customer
can pick and choose the best
system for his situation. Lined
with couches and Imped end.
tables the customer can also
listen in comfort. "We tried to
give the place all the comforts
of home," James said.
He also added, that he'd like
everyone to come by World of
Sound and see this new
• •
1.11W -oRLD_ -,_...„...,-
David Jewell Joins Poppy Shoppe
This Sunday, November
18th, from 1 to 5 p.m. will
mark the beginning of the
Poppy Shoppe florists, eighth
year in business. The an-
niversary is marked annually
with the shops Christmas
Open House.
Traditionally the Christmas
Open House has been used to
introduce such holiday items
as floral wreaths, door
hangings, gift items, tree
ornaments, and Christmas
center pieces.
THREE GENERATIONS — John Jewell (left) looks on as Art Jewell (right) shakes the
hand of the third generation of-Jeweils to join titer Poppy Shoppe. David Jewell (center)
will be formally introduced at the shops Christmas Open House, Sunday Nov. 19th




promotion of Charles W.
Martin to the new position of
Environmental Affairs
Coordinator for Westvaco's
Wickliffe mill has been an-
nounced by Stephen H.-Tabor,
Technical Service Superin-
tendent.
In his new position. Martin
will have full responsibility for
the coordination of all en-
vironmental programs at the
pulp and papermaking
operation. Tabor said Martin
will concentrate on insuring
that the Westvaco facility is in
complete compliance with all
state and federal en-
vironmental laws and
regulations.
A native of Wickliffe, Martin
has been associated with the
Westvaco organization since
September 1973 when he
Joined the Technical Service
department as Er junior
,
ot reigionsiblELY-ltiring N4-
five years with the company
Ms been in the environmental
monitoring and en-
vironmental control areas.
In 1975 he was appointed
project technician 'with
responsibility for carrying out
a variety of pollution
abatement projects and was
promoted to the position of
Environmental supervisor in
December 1976.
lifart aimed his "ii.r.‘
degree from Murray State
University in 1973 and is
presently working on
requirements for an M.S.
degree In environmental
sciences at Murray.
He is a member of the Water
Pollution Control Astoeiation,
the Air Pollution Control
Association and is an Advisory
Member of the Natural
Resources and Environmental
Protection Committee of the
Purchase Area Development
Martin and hla-nia—Pain7. "IN
and tkeir daughter, Rebecca,
nve in Wickliffe.
location and reminded
everyone, "We still have our
large selection of albums,
tapes, and cassettes, and still
offer service on everything we
sell.
Formerly known as T.V.
Service Center in the Central
Shopping Center, World of
Sound is a family owned
operation including Mr.
James, his wife, Lou, son,
Barry, and daughter, Gene.
Dot Davis also works as a
sales clerk for the new
business.
UND
Wodd of Sound Opening Today
This year in addition to the
regular Christmas preview,
Art Jewell, owner, is using the
open house th introduce his
son, David as an associate in
the family owned business.
David is a 1977 graduate of
Murray High School and has
attended Murray State
University, taking courses in
horticulture.
Jewell stated, "By bringing.
David in the business we will
have the third generation of
JewelL4 in the business. We
feel this is in keeping with our
tradition of quality that we
work for at the Poppy Shop-
pe."
The open house will also
award several door prizes and
free carnations to the first 300
ladies to come by.
WSJP Radio Station will be
broadcasting live at the Poppy
Shoppe during their Christ-
mas Open House.
David Jewell stated, "I hope
to continue to improve the
high standard of designing
and arranging so as to meet
the floral needs of the com-
munity." The Poppy Shoppe is
located at 407 Poplar.
advance assistance in easing
the way for thoussitsds of North
Americaftlaniiiies who are on
the move each yearithrough





Home Trade-In, Plan, home
buyer aids, inter-area referral
network, and equity buying
are several more reasons why
Homes For Living and its
member firms have com-
mitted themselves to better
serve North Americans on the
move.
Bill Kopperud, Broker of
Kopperud Realty, had the
following to say about the
company's selection to
represent HFL ip,Murray :
We will be better able to
follow our policy of dedicated
total service to our clients.
Our appointment as the
Homes For Living
representative means that we
have joined an international
network of the best real estate
companies in the business. We
can thus fulfill our pledge to
provide those extra services
which have built our
reputation and given us a
growing host of friends during
the years."
Kopperud Realty is located




' Robert F. Pickard, son of
Mrs. Ruth Pickard of Lynn
Grove, has been appointed to
the newly created position of
chief engineer of Genesco Inc.
in Nashville. Pickard's wife,
Jean, is the daughter of Mr.





Genesco, will now report to
John L. Hanigan, chairman of
the corporation. In his new
capacity, Pickard will work
with Genesco's manufac-
turing divisions to improve
their process development




Pickard, 43, joined Genesco
t.. in 1968 as a senior project
engineer in the research and
development division. He has
been director of manufac-
turing research since 1974.
A graduate of the University





announced the opening of their
new office at 505 Main Street.
Seargent with over 15 years
in the surveying professidh
came to Murray from Rich-
mond Virginia, in 1976, when
his wife, Janice, decided she
wanted to work on her
masters degree in Speech and
hearing at Murray State.
Seargent was in business
with his father in a surveying
company at Richmond for 6
years and since he has come to
Murray two years ago he has
3
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worked with Lenord Grigg'
and Associates in Mayfield,
Gemmel Travis and
Associates in Benton, and
Barnes Engineering and
Surveying on the 1-24 project.
Seargent and his wife have
two boys, Trice, 9, and Todd,
7.
Seargent has been in his new
office a little over 2 weeks and
invites everyone to come by
.and see his new business.
engineering positions with
McDonnell Aircraft, the
Chrysler Space Division and -
Astro Space Laboratories in
Huntsville. He also taught
mechanical engineering at the





Don't use any iden-
tification tag on your
key ring. Although in-, tended to aid in retur-
ning lost keys, they also
enable burglers to know
what house the keys will
unlock.
Keep your valuables safe from burglery and fire in
a safety deposit box...another of our services for
YOU!
PEoPLEsiBANK
ri • Member FDIC..
moms.* NT.
• ,,,,,, •
Here in Murray & Calloway County
Allstate can save you 10%
on "Good Hands" insurance
for your new home.
‘k. 




And now, it's available here, at our
agency. But, did you know that if
your house is 5 years old or less, you
may qualify for Allstate's New
House 10 Percent Discount" on your
basic premium?
Allstate has found it costs less
to insure newer.boines, and they're
passing this savings on to you.






Dan Shipley Owen Billington
Guy Billington Tom Scruggs
The
,AurrayinsuranceLAgency.
Bel Air Center 753-4751
1210CEINSICV 
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Echoes From The Past i34 „Nd4 %laupin
1.4 Column of historical and genealogical
anecdotes. stories and family notes.)
The Ghost Of Mrs. Cook
As I mentioned before, considering
the amount of research I have done on
cemeteries, I have encountered
relatively few "ghost stories."
However, while re-reading the Cook
family history, from whictrr excerpted
last week, I came across one con-
cerning Mrs. Nancy Jane Cook, who
died November 17, 1931, exactly 47
years ago. The headlines of her
obituary reads, "Woman Locked in
Home Burns to Death; Flame Victum
Under Perculiar Qrcumstances." (The
spelling is theirs, not mine!)
'Mrs. Nancy Jane Cook, age 53, wife
of J.L. Cook, burned to death in their
home five or six miles west of
Sheltiyville Tuesday morning about 9:
o'clock. The house, a small frame
dwelling, was discovered on fir* while
Mr. Cook was on his way to Shelbyville.
At the time, their son, aged 34, was at
work on the farm some distance away'
when the house was discovered to be on
fire.. .and when the son reached the
scene, the room in which is mother was
thought to be was in flames. The door,
which was locked on the inside, was
broken open and the unfortunate
woman was seen leaning over a trunk
near the bed, in the corner, burned to
death; and smoke and flames prevented
the son from entering.
"The house burned to the ground and
those attiacted to the scene were so
horrified by the affair they hesitated for
some time or until the building was
entirely consumed and the fire died
down, before attempting to reach the
remains of the unfortunate woman and
remove them from the ashes.
"Rumors as to the manner and Origin
of the fire were told about town, one
being that Mrs. Cook in a fit of mental
derangement locked herself in her
room and set the house on fire. It was
said she was in the habit of locking
herself in her room in the day time to
take naps, which would be natural to
one in a lonely country place. It was
stated that the family have had two
houses in which they have lived
heretofore burned and the fact seemed
to have given rise to talk that lacks
confirmation."
The family stories which arose from
this incident over the years, developed
from the following facts: on The day of
the accident there was an unusually
hard wind blowing. As a result, the
asiges-of Nancy C-eak were blown out of
the rubble and across the nearby field.
It was urthisteld. so the story goes,
that Nancy's ghost was seen many
times, revisiting the scene of her death;
She could be seen standing next to an
old tree stump, still wearing her old
apron.
One man was reported to have seek
her standing there, after his horse had
Bible Thought
And straightway he preached Christ
. that he is the Sao of God. - A-cts 9:20.
To those WhO hal-eceived Christ in
faith, the Spirit of Christ bids us witness
to Him.
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-peen trigntened by something, wearing
her old apron. The significance of the
apron seems to be that when the ashes
were sifted in an attempt to find the
woman's remains, all that could be
found was a piece of a hip bone and her .
skull. As a result, these two bones were
wrapped in her apron and a white gown
before they were interred in the Mount
Lebanon Cemetery. Possibly Nancy's
ghost was attempting to find the rest of
her earthly remains.
Looking Back
' - - Nancy's husband, Judge Coo con-
tinued to live on the home place until it
was taken over as a military reser-
vation, when he moved to Shelbyville to
live with his son. After his death, he was
buried beside the remains of his wife.
One wonders if any of the soldiers, on
training missions at this reservation,
were ever subjected to the sight of a
woman standing in the field in her old
apron, or if her ghost fled the scene
when the az-my moved in.
10 Years Ago
Stanley Henry was presented with the
"Mr. Civitan" award for the year at the
awards dinner held by the Murray
Civitan Club at the Triangle Inn.
Deaths reported include James M.
(Jim) Mahan, Mrs. Catherine Patton,
and Mrs. Eldra Collins.
Max B. Hurt, now chairman of the
Calloway County Public Library Board
of Directors, was recognized as out-
standing library trustee in Kentucky
during the Kentucky Library
Association meeting in Lexington.
20 Years Ago
In a determined effort to present an
acceptable zoning ordinance to the
Murray City Council, the Murray
Planning commission held a three
hours' session' last night with the full
commission present and Verne Kyle,
chairman, presiding.
The Murray Rotary Club has invited
50 Calloway County farmers as guests
of the club at a luncheon meeting to be
held Nov. 20 at the Murray Woman's
Club House in observance of Farm-Ctry
Week.
Mr. and Mrs -__Taft Patterson an-
30 Years Ago
The first peacetime draft call in
Calloway County has been announced.
Charles William Redden, Floyd
McClure, and Herman Grant Wilson
from the county will leave Nov. 29 for
the Armed Services in the peacetime
draft call.
Deaths reported include Beverly
Phillips, infant girl.
Verona Smith, junior at Murray
Training School, won third place in the
statewide fire priveatkin poster con-
test. Her poster was one of 1,500 otheri-
sitbrnittndiMaIng_Wrta of the . state._
40 Years Ago
" High school students, totaling 1,739,
from 48 high schools in West Kentucky,
West Tennessee, and Southern Illinois
were guests of Murray State Teachers
College at the Murray-Howard football
game on Nov. 11. Murray won 27 to 7.
Marriages announced this week
include Miss Marelle Workman,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. 011ie Work-
man of Murray, to Garnett Loafrnan on
Nov. 5 in Bowling Green.
Births reported this week include a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. T. C. Doran on Nov.
15, a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Hugh L Wells
on Nov. 7, and a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
William Sprague on Nov. 15.
Hamburger is advertised at 12v2
cents per pound in the ad for Shroat
Bros. this week.
.50 Years Ago
Fire did several thousand dollars
worth of damage to the new Murray
Hotel, owned by Elmus J. Beale, but
leased and operated by Mack Harris, on
Nov. 15.
Deaths reported this week include
Mrs. Essie Cook Parker, Dr. Frank
Barber, John C. Strader, and Mrs.
Sallie Flood.
Mary Neale, Calloway County Court
Clerk, said 102 hunting licensta have
been issued- through. Nov. 17 for this
CIPriori !ThornatIVI.-_M-yrray has been
named by the senior class at Murray
State Teachers, College as the editor-In-
Army Pat. Daryl Edward Stalls, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Stalls, is now
serving at Fort Knox.
Births reported include boy,
William, to Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
Spoerner, and a boy, Jeffrey Scott, to
Mr. and Mrs. Phillip Morris, both on
Nov. 15.
Ratliffe Paschall, life long educator
and presently teacher of agriculture at
' Puryeat High School, was guest_ _
speaker at the meeting of the Hazel
Woman's Club.
nounce the engagement and ap-
proaching marriage of their daughter,
Peggy, to Pvt. Darrel Mitchell, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Monroe Mitchell.
The Murray Knights beat Hugg the
Druggist 110-59 in a basketball game at
the Carr Health Building, Murray State
College. Gerald Tabers led the Murray
scoring with 19 points.
Glenda Boone presented the program
on "Concerns Of Ow Neighbors" at the
meettig Group-nr-er-the First
Christian Church CWF held at the home
of Lothie Landolt,
Mrs. Madge Harris and her daughter,
Malvena, were hostesses for the
meeting of the Goshen Methodist
Church WSCS held at their home. The
program was presented by Mrs.
Blankenship and Mrs. John Ed
Waldrop.
In high school basketball Smithland
beat Alm. Phillips got 12 for Alm° and
,s Cooper got 13 for Smithland.
Sirloin or t-bone steak is advertised at
to cents per pound in the ad for Kroger
this week.
-
The Calloway County Health
Department today reported eight ac-
tive cases of scarlet fever in the
Coldwater, Kirksey, and Hazel com-
munities of the county. Two other cases
have been brought under 'control.
Death.; reported this week indude
Mrs. Lettie Sanders, 36, J. A. (Bert)
Holland, 71, E. Lawrence Cooper, 56,
Lonnie E. Morris, 65, Z. T. Bogard, 14,
and Thomas C. Beaman, 46,
The Kentucky Baptists closed their
annual convention here yesterday with
about 1,000 persons from all over the
state here. The Rev. Sam P. Martin and
the Rev. Carroll Hubbard, pastor of the
First and Memorial Baptist Churches
respectively, were the official hosts for
the convention.
chief of the 1929 Shield.
Dr. Ben B. Keys was speaker and
Miss Mellte Scott was soloist at the
meeting of the Murray Rotary Club.
The Thoroughtred.s of Murray State
Teachers College, coached by Carlisle
Cutchin, beat the Alabama Teachers
College team from glorence, Ala., by
the score of 86 to 0 In a football game
here at Murray.
Winesap apples are advertised at 20
cents for one, dozen by the Beech Cash
rracitty -fr;ratisff In -the tkeiri" rsieI -
building, Murray, In this week's issue of
The Ledger & Times.
_Inside Report— ) Rowland I...an% and Roberi.No‘ak
Looking Toward '80
WASHINGTON - While modestly
impressive Republican gains Tuesday
threat to- President CartesAnt,
--- 1980, they also guarantee two years et
intensified Republican civil war
leading to the presidential nomination.
The party's conquest of four major
governor's chairs (most spectacularly
Texas) undermines the presumption of
Ronald Reagan as the party's nominee.
Beyond personalities, it sets up this
debate: does the Republican path out of
the wilderness lie in the tax revolt or in
stressing a new, well-scrubbed
Republican image?
Ammunition for both sides is being
drawn from this year's Republican
victories by leading proponents of the
two tactical schools: Rep. Jack Kemp
of New York and the Washington-based
campaign consulting firm of Bailey and
Deardourf. f
In a possible preview of.,1980,.Kemp
clashed with John Deardourff in Peril,
Duryea's losing race against Gov. Hugh
Carey of New York. The author of the
Kemp-Roth tax-reduction bill believes
Duryea failed .because Deardorff
stressed image while campaign
=stem-And David Garth stressed
issues-for Carey.
The Bailey-Deardourff firm cannot
be blamed for Duryea's maladroit
performance, particularly his refusal
to heed their pleas to publish his tax
returns. Bailey-Deardourff, making no
secret of their contempt for Kemp-Roth
tax reduction as a campaign device,
were involved in highly successful
media-oriented campaigns in Penn-
sylvania, Michigan, Ohio, Illinois and
Tennessee.
Their formula was at its best in
Pennsylvania where a brilliantly
crafted media campaign brought
former U.S. Assistant Atty. Gen.
Richard Thornburgh from oblivion to
match the governorship from ex-
Pittsburgh Mayor Peter Flaherty. The
formula: stress Thornburgh's qualities,
undermine Flaherty's credibility and
play down ideology or issues.
Thornburgris the newest and one of
- the meat lempreasive ditrot* et
moderate Republican governors in a
central and politically centrist belt
running from Pennsylvania to Iowa,
whose success last Tuesday endangers
the ingvitabiliV of Reagan. There has
been private discussion of these
governors pooling their power to pick a
1980 candidate - a process complicated
by the presidential ambitions of Illinois'
James Thompson and possibly Iowa's
Robert Ray.
Bit also joining the Republican
governors is a different breed:
Multimillionaire Dallas industrialist
William Clements, who surprised even
his own advisers' by being elected
governor of Texas. Clements, tough-
talking and tough-looking, is the an-
tithesis of the Image candidate. His
lavish media carripaign stressed pro.
tax cut, anti-government, anti-liberal
ideology.
Envisioning Bill Clements at 'a
Republican governors' conference
delights his friends. "Imagine him with
those candy-bleeps like Ray and
Milliken (Gov. William .Atilliken of
Michigan)," one insider told us.
"Clements will roll 'em over."
But not in Reagan's behalf. Clements,
a Ford than in 1976, felt Reagan was not
helpful in the early stages of his race
for governor. He still burns over the
intervention by the Reaganite Citizens
For the Republic in a Republican
congressional primary in Texas against
Clements' advice. Texas state
Republican chairman Ray Barnhart, a
faithful and ardent • Reaganite, now is
eclipsed by a Republican governor who
obviously would prefer George Bush
over Reagan for president.
Ironically for Reagan, Tuesday's
ideological tone was slightly rightward,
with the mass slaughter of all in-
cumbent liberal Democratic senators
(especially Sen. Dick Clark of Iowa),
who were supported by the National
Committee for an Effective congress.:
What's more, the president's own-
aditisets_concede-tbal-fitRina cit 
three Republican senators - Jan*
Helms, Strom Thurmond and John
Tower - stigmatised as "radical
rightist' confirms the futility of
unadorned anti-conservative assaults.
Furthermore, Kemp insists on the
validity of Kemp-Roth, which is
derogated by both the White House and ,
Bailey-Deardourff. Rep. Bill Arm-
strong's Senate triumph in Colorado
and Newton Gingrich's for the House.,
from Georgia were squarely based on "
unswerving advocacy of massive tax
cuts.
Kemp must soon decide whether this
merits his own presidential bid, long
urged by close advisers. But whether
he, Reagan or anybody else opposes
Carter with a national tax-reduction
crusade. Tuesday's results assure an
internal Republican struggle for 1980
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Sepocially coach Dale Ray,
las long been renowned for its
slow-down tactics in high
school basketball: But it's a _
different Falcon squad this
year, and dividends have
come in the form of a 4-0 start.
Ray's squad used the of-
fense of senior center Edward
DeBerry and capitalized on
the 25 percent shooting of
Calloway County to eke out a
47-42 victory Friday night in
Jeffrey Gymnasium that.
opened the Laker boys'
season. Oh, the score was low,




Coach Clayton Hargrove ,
warned that size would be his
team's biggest weakness, and
it did surface. DeBerry led all
scorers with 23 points, with the
majority putbacks off missed
teammates' shots.
wasn't such a bad
opening game," said
Hargrove. "Except for the
shooting, we played well in
spots. This first game was one
we just wanted to get over,
especially for our kids who
have really no experience."
Only Ricky Garland, a 6-1
senior, returned from last
year's team with any sub-
stantial playing time. And
Hargrove admitted it showed.
Mayfield, Trailing 7-0,
Squeezes Past Fort Knox
By the Asabchtted Press
LOUISVILLE — Mayfield
and Paintsville, each un-
beaten and ranked atop their
respective divisie•ns, have
survived second-round upset
attempts to earn berths in
next week's championship




first in AA and riding a 24-
game winning streak, rallied
from a 7-0 halftime deficit to
post a 28-7 win over Fort Knox.
Greg Hawkins scored twice on
short runs and Jeff Boyd
clinched the outcome with a
4R-yard touchdown
as Mayfield ran its to
134
In Friday afternoon's title
game at Richmond, Mayfield
portunities, but had a 2A-yard
field goal attempt blocked and
a fourth-period drive was
halted on downs at the
Paintsville 16.
Paintsville, 11-0, thus
earned a title game berth on
Friday opposite No. 3 Fort
Campbell, the defending
champion which remained in
contention with a 20-13
decision over fourth-ranked
RiChmond Madison 20-13.




The topranked Shamrocks of
Jefferson County AAAA were
beaten 13-6 by third-rated St.
Xavier, which gOt its winning
points on Mark Harier's'eight-
yard run with four minutes to
play.
will meet third-ranked St. Xavier, champion of
Somerset, which pushed its Class AAAA in 1975, moves
record to 9-3 with a 40-8 rout of 2, into next week's Jefferson
previously unbeaten Pikeville. County finals against a Stuart
Paintsville, ranked first in team that outlasted Butler 21-
Class A, made David 14 in the other semifinal. Greg
LeMaster's four-yard scoring Wright scored on pins of 2, 5
run in the first period stand up and73 yards to pace the Stuart
for a 7-0 decision over Beech- attack.
wood. The losers had two Second-ranked Russell
excellent scoring op- charged into next Saturday's
Boys Prep Basketball
Lowes 52, Fancy Farm 46
Wing o 77, Sedalia 70
Farmington 86, Syrnsonia 57
Dawson Springs 66, Lyon County 62
Allen Central 90, McDowell 82
Whitesville 'frinity 78, Cloverport 48
Spencer County 81, Evangel 69
Pulaski Counts( 98, Burnside 56
Prestonsburg 74, Magoffin County 72
Pendleton County 48, Deming 44
Jackson County 61; Oneida 58
..__Fordsville 95, Adairville 63






The 4th Annu I Stockholders Meeting to
be -rheiTd-a afraway Courity-i-hgh-






Color TV, $300 001n Cash
305 North 4th Street
Murray, Kentucky
Phone 753-5602
The Go Ahead People
-Richard Prtce, Field Officer Morterger
-Keyal•Aaei..kialicl-R44pre,seritatae.a.._
Afaks-AkCorlioa,4ot r . _
••J
Class AAA title game after an
18-0 win over Jessamine
County. Russell, 10-3, will
meet the winner of tonight's
other semifinal, which Mat-
ches Woodford County and
Franklin-Simpson.
Two unlikely teams
qualified for next week's State
AAAA final. Lexington Tates
Creek, a six-time loser in the
regular season, slipped by
Boyd County 14-13 while
Franklin County earned a 15-
11 upset win over Henderson
County, the Class AAAA
runnerup in 1976.
The State AAAA winner will
then tangle with the Jefferson
County champion in the Class
AAAA championship game
Dec. 2 at Louisville.
Brian Monroe's two-yard
run and Monte Ott's con-
version kick proved the dif-
ference for Tates Creek,
which had .to withstand a
second half Boyd County rally.
Don Moore passed 20 yards
to Gordon Luncerford and 18
yards to John Vandenneer for
Franklin County touchdowns.
p.
"We missed a lot of easy
shots, but I've found that they
even out as the season wears
on," he said. "Hickman
County usually really slows
things down, but that wasn't
the reason we scored only 42
points. Our shooting was."
The Lakers went ahead 8-4
in the early going, but Rick-
man County began to assert
its size advantage — actually,
DeBerry did — and outscored
Calloway 14-4 over a 10-minute
stretch to take an 18-12 lead
with four minutes left in the
first half.
The scoring evened and
Hickman County took a 24-17
halftime advantage.
The Lakers, utilizing an
effeet,ive zone press and
multiple defenses, turned
aggresive and began getting,
and hitting, second and third
shot attempts.
Stan Rushing rebounded a
missed shot for a layup, David
Cohoon hit two free throws
and Craig Rogers added
another Charity toss to pull
Calloway within two points —
32-30 — with 5:08 left.
But Hickman's John Floyd
hit two straight layups and
DeBerry added a free throw to
push his team's lead back to
seven. The closest the Lakers
could come thereafter was
four points.
"I was pleasantly surprised
with our defense," Hargrove
said. "We played everything,
and none of our kids got lost.
That's a good sign."
Surprisingly, Calloway
Kenny McCuiston .
Scat Borrow . ..
lorry Guthrie ' . .





outrebounded the Falcons 35-
28, but the poor shooting
proved the difference. The
Lakers sank only 14 of 56 at-
tempts, compared to Hick-
man's 17 of 37 (46 percent).
"It was one shot and play
defense for us early in the
game," Hargrove said. "We
weren't rebounding
aggressively, and DeBerry
was getting easy baskets."
The 6-4 center had 14 of the
Falcons first-half points.
Only one Calloway player
managed double figures —
Craig Rogers with 10 — but
seven others scored. Rushing
and Scott Barrow managed
six each, Garland and David
Cohoon, five each.
The Lakers made a last-
ditch effort with less than a
minute left. Trailing 42-35,
Calloway used a free throw by
Rogers and and a layup by
Barry Guthrie to pall within
42-38. Rogers had a chance to
get his team closer with 50
seconds left, but missed on the
front end of a bonus free throw
situation.
"No one is down because we
lost. We just hope to learn
from our mistakes and let
experience improve us," said
Hargrove.
Hickman opened its season
by edging Wingo 53-51, then
followed with convincing
victories over Fancy Farm
(49-41) and Lowes (6644)
prior to last night's game.
Calloway, 04, travels to
Fancy Farm to face the
Gophers Tuesday.
Totals
HICKMAN COUNTY 47, CALLOWAY 42









 1444- 14-19 35 25 42
 17-37 13-19 75 11 47Hickman-Cindy
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3- I I 4-7
I-1 2-2
3-8 0-1
dwvrd Defterry. 23 Roger Rhodes, II, Tim
4: Otis Allen, 3; Doug Cruse, 0, woyne_
The Lakers' Craig Rogers dribbles downcourt as Hickman County s Tim Dixon (23) and Roger
Rhodes (22) pursue.Rogers scored 10 points, but the Falcons edged Calloway 47-42 in it •eal •-
• opener Friday night.
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THANK YOU
A big civitan THANK TOU to the following local
businesses for providing door prizes to the recent






















Stan Rushing (with ball) struggles to stay inbounds as Hickman County's Tim Dixon (23) and Ed -
word DeBerry defend. At right is Barry Guthrie (55). Calloway dropped its season opener 49-42.
Staff Photos by Tony Wilson
Lackluster Start By Baltimore




Remember the start of the
Nationel Football League
season when the Baltimore
Colts lost their first two games
by whopping scores of 38-0 to
Dallas and 42-0 to Miami?
Well, forget it, because
Baltimore certainly his.
Everybody was getting
ready to throw a benefit for
the sad sack Colts after those
two early debacles and a 1-4
start. But the club has turned
things around, winning three
of its last four games in-
cluding decisions over a




Cleveland Browns started the
season in the opposite
direction from the Colts. The
Browns won three straight
before going into a tailspin
that has left them staggering
under the burden of six losses
in the last eight games.
So the two clubs go into
Sunday's game with identical
5-6 records but Baltimore feels
pretty good about its mark
while Cleveland is kind of
depressed about the same
numbers.
Elsewhere Sunday, Cin-
cinnati plays at Pittsburgh,
New England visits the New
York jets, Seattle goes.„ to
Kansas City, Atlanta is at
Chicago, San Francisco hosts
Los Angeles, Dallas is at home
to New Orleans, Philadelphia
visits the New York Giants, St.
Louis is at Washington,
Buffalo plays at Tampa Bay,
Oakland is at home for
Detroit, Green Bay plays at
Denver and San Diego travels
to Minnesota.
In the Monday night game,
Miami plays at Houston.
The Colts got well in a hurry
last week, beating Washington
in the Monday night game and
then coming back with short
preparation to knock off
Seattle, as well.
ANY SUNDAY...
With any meal, during November! Build
Fiur own — with chocolate, strawberry,
butterscotch, or pineapple syrups, nut or
coconut sprinkles!
Try our newest taste treat.
' Golden Filets of Chicken". just $2.49,
Bel-Air Center
• - -
_ 0.00 41_00•004000•041000.0•0•40 0000 •
aOPENING :6















( Complete Sickroom Supplies)
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The Murray High boys basketball team sees its first action of the season tonight when it takes on Heath at 7 p.m. in a 12-minute
mini-game in the Paducah Tilghman Jamboree. Front row, from left, are Greg Schanbacher„ Darwin Bumphis, Guy furr, Howie
Crittenden, Mike Bradshaw and Todd Bradshaw. Back row are head coach Cary Miller, Nick Swift, Brad Taylor, Robin Roberts,
Howard Boone, Greg lotto, Jeff Kursave, Bobby Daniel and coach Mark Brady. Not shown ore Ed Harcourt and Nick Hibbard.
Celtics Of Old Outlast Nuggets;
Collins' 24 Points Boosts 76ers
By the Associated Press
It was like old times again
for the Boston Celtics.
The Celtics, noted for their
racehorse offense in past
years but slow Out 'of the
blocks this season, reverted to
their old style Friday night —
in Dave Cowens' first game as
playercoach — and held off
the Denver Nuggets 120-118.
"I guess, as they say,
nothing comes easy," Cowens
said philosophically after
Denver's David Thompson
missed a desperation allot at
the final buzzer -
"In the end, good old '15-
defenser won it for us,"
added Cowens, who replaced
Torn Sanders as coach earlier
in the week. "We worked well
as a team and the coaching
also worked late a team. We
were all psyched up. I got a lot
of help from (assistant
coaches) K.C. (Jones) and
Bob (MacK-innon)."
The Celtics, running in their
accustomed fashion, built a 20-
point lead late in the third
period, then-had to withstand,
a furious Denver rally before
gaining only their third vic-
tory in 13 games this season.
In other National Basketball
Association games Friday
night, the Washington Bullets
routed the New Jersey Nets
143-94, the Philadelphia 76ers
edged the Phoenix Suns 95-94,
the. Seattle SuperSonics
downed the Indiana Pacers
126415, the Chicago Bulls beat
the Golden State Warriors 100-
89 and the Los Angeles Lakers
won their 12th straight game,
121-109 over the New Orleans
Jazz.


















contributed 17 points api 12
rebounds before fouling out in
the final minute — helped the
Celtics break a six-game
losing streak and hand the
slumping, injury riddled
Nuggets their fourth con-
secutive setback.
Billy Knight led the Celtics
with 24 points, Chris Ford
scored 22, Nate Archibald had
18 and JoJo White tallied 15.
Thompson paced Denver with
33 points and reserve Robert
Smith collected 19 — 12 in the
final period.
Bullets 143, Nets 94
Washington's defending
NBA champions, with Elvin
Hayes hitting fl of his 30
points in the first two periods,
raced to a commanding 70-40
halftime lead and coasted to
victory over the outclasaed
Nets.
"I've just been very con-
fident the last six or seven
games," said Hayes, who hit
15 of his 20 field goal attempts,
helping the Bullets compile a
remarkable 59 percent
shooting average.
Mitch Kupchak added 21
points for Washington while
Wes Unseld had 10 points, 14
rebounds and sygu,asstits,
including six on long outlet
' Oases leading to breakaway
layups in the first half.
Eddie Jordan was high for
New Jersey with 19 points.
Sports Upcoming
TODAY
Football — Murray State (4-6) vs Western Kentucky (7-
2); Roy Stewart Stadium, 1;30 p.m.; reserved bleacher,
$4; general admission, $3 and $2.
Basketball — Murray State women vs. Vanderbilt;
University Fielcihouse, 7 p.m.; admission free.
Paducah Tilghman Boys Jamboree, Paducah; (each
game, 12 minutes); Tilghman vs. Reidland, 6:30 p.m.;
Heath vs Murray; Ballard Memorial vs. Mayfield; Lone
Oak vs Fulton County: admission. $2 and $1.25.
Calloway County Junior High Jamboree, Jeffrey Gym-
nasium; East Calloway girls vs North Calloway girls, 6:30
 parr; East buys vs-Southwest Calloway-boys; -Southwest
girls vs East-North winner; North boys vs East-Southwest
-winner; admission, $1.50 and 50 cents.
MONDAY
Murray State University Blue-Gold game, University
Fielcihouse; admission: undetermined.
Calloway County girls (1-0) vs Hickman County, Hick-
man, Ky.: Admission, $1.50and 75 cents.
Murray State's women vs Vanderbilt, Nashville.
TUESDAY'
Calloway County boys vs Fancy Farm; FarterFarm,
Ky; Admission, $1.50 and 75 cents.
Murray Tiger Basketball Kickoff alai supper; Murray
High School; sponsored by Murray Tiger Athletic Booster
Club; 6:30 p.m.; $1.50 a plate.
The College Shop Welcomes
The-MS-Shop  
Danny Crabtree owner of
the College Shop Men's
Store, 214 N. 15th,
welcomes Dean Ryan,
the owner of The Ms.
Shop, Womens fashions,
into business in Murray.
This shop within shop
conceptis used m ' _ _




carry quality clothing of
the Latest fashions,. and
are reasonabrY priced.
Offering personalized service, tree alteeatiorm, ancf free- gift wrapping,
Danny and Dean would like to invite you aH out for a visit and to express
their sincere desire to serve your shopping and gift pleasure. -
(Don't miss the Ms. Shop Grand Opening this Friday, with gifts, live en-









Peokies Bank _ &PI 131i__
CARers Used-ears . 26 14
Dennison Hunt sr, wt.
-1AnelLevers 22 111
Mermen Furniture 11 19
Drafts 21 19
-aLum 19- 21
Par Kennels 19 21
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Gary & bilek's Used   AIM
ilminkrundlite, r.
1,4114Livirs \ -11121
• Me TEAM SERIES (15C)
Land Lowers 2253
People Hank 2247
Dennison Hunt  2150
HIGH TEAM SERIES (NC)
Gary & Mick's Used Care: . 203
Land Lovers Mt
Dennison Hunt MI
HIGH IND. GAME (SC)
loess- , -VI 
Ronde Brown 111
Lois Smith i  11111
' HIGH IND. GAME INC)
Shirley Jones 293
Barbara Ca uley 143
Mary Harris 327
Kay Garland 227
HIGH IND. SERIES (14C)
Marge Hinman .. ,
Wanda Hrown 530
Inas Smith 223
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Wanda Beaten , „, 167
Sondra Ries  154
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USC-UCLA To-Decide Pac-10 Representative
By the Associated Press
"It always seems to come
down to this," says Southern
-California quarterback Paul
McDonald.
What the Pacific-10 race
always seems to corne down to
the Aouthern Cal-UCLA
,.4aurisiese at the headliners an
today's college football
,,chedule.
The USC-UCLA winner will
represent the Pac-10 in the
Rose Bowl. Most of the other
bowl bids —15 bowls, 34) spots
— will go out today when the
final guns' sound.
Top-ated Penn State, the
nation's only unbeaten team,
is idle but the Nittany Lions
have said they will accept a
bid from the Orange Bowl
provided runner-up Nebraska,
which will represent the Big
Eight in Miami, beats
Missouri today at Lincoln.
Third-ranked Alabama, off
until Dec. 2, also would like a
crack at Penn State, but for
that to happen Bear Bryant
would have to pull off one of
his better miracles — like
Missouri upsetting Nebraska
and Auburn doing the same to
eighth-ranked Georgia or
perhaps talking Joe Paterno
into a Gator Bowl date.
That would free Penn State
to meet Barna in the Sugar
Bowl, provided the Crimson
Tide gets by Auburn in two
weeks. If Auburn beats
Georgia and Alabama, the
Tigers would wind up in the
Sugar Bowl. And don't forget
the Nittany Lions still have
rugged Pittsburgh next
Friday.
The Big Ten's Rose Bowl
team will come from among
seventh-ranked Michigan, No.
Its Purdue and Ho: IS Ohio
State: Purdue could make it
by beating Michigan today in
Ann Arbor if Ohio State




Oklahoma State; No. 9 Texas
visits Texas Christian and No.
10 Notre Dame is at No. 20
Georgia Tech. Sixth-ranked
Houston, which has to beat
Texas Tech or Rice to nail
down a Cotton Bowl berth, is
idle.
"The Sugar Bowl is our first
choice since I heard that
Nebraska has been guaran-
teed the Orange Bowl," says
Oklahoma Coach Barry
Switzer. "And, actually, we
don't have a second choice."
Elsewhere in The
Associated Press Top Twenty,
No. 12 Clemson visits No. 11
Maryland in an Atlantic Coast
Conference showdown, Texas
A&M meets No. 13 Arkansas
in Little Rock, Michigan State
Is at No. 16 Northwestern, No.
17 Louisiana State faces
Mississippi State at Jackson
and No. 18 Pitt hosts Army.
Southern Cal has dominated
Reds Prepared To Offer
Rose A Final Contract
By the Associated Press
CINCINNATI — The Cin-
cinnati Reds, in a last-ditch
effort to keep Pete Rose, are
prepared to offer the free
agent third baseman a counter
offer.
Rose, who will meet with
Reds President Dick Wagner
in Cincinnati on Wednesday,
will be offered a reported 81.2
million, according to The
Cincinnati Enquirer.
Wagner was flying back
from the Reds tour of Japan
early to meet with agents for
pitcher Tommy John. John
went to the veterans re-entry
draft following a salary
dispute with the Los Angeles
Dodgers.
The reported offer by
Wagner would be the largest
contract offered a player by
the Cincinnati Reds. -
Although comparable, it Is
less than the reported offer
made to Rose by the
!Philadelphia Phillies. The
Phillies were said to have
offered Rose $603,000 a year
for three years. There also
was speculation that the Phils
indicated employment for
Rose after his career, possibly
as manager, The. Enquirer
said.
Paul Owens, Philadelphia
general manager, has gone
deer hunting for the weekend.
Reirven Katz, Rose's attorney
and adviser, is on vacation in
Arizona.
"We don't expect anything
to happen until Rose gets
back," Owens said before
departing. "I don't think we'll
get an answer until after
Thanksgiving. I wish we could
get on with it because he is
holding a lot of clubs back" in
making plans for next season.
Rose had said previously he
might be willing to accept an
offer from the Reds that might
not be as high as that offered
by some other teams.
-- The Cincinnati native In-
dicated he sight prefer to
play out his career in his home
town with the team he started
with.
Rose, 37, hft .302 last season
while setting a 44-game hitting
streak, matching a National
League record.
its series with UCLA over the
last 11 years, winning eight,
losing two and tying one. But
the Trojans have won the last
six meetings where the Rose
was at stake forboth
teams.
And despite USC's higher
tanking -- the fifth-ranked
Trojans lost only to 6-3
Arizona State while No. 14
UCLA was upset by 1-9 Kansas
and 3-5-1 Oregon State
Coach John Robinson says the
Bruins are -as gifted as any
team in the United States.
"Going into thoseamon, they
talked like this was one of
their best teams ever, and 1
think they're Capable of
playing that caliber of foot-
ball.
Kenny Erwin looks through the arms of Otis Allen for a shot at-
tempt in last night Calloway County season opener against Hick-
man County. Also shown.is Edward DeBerry (00), who scored 23
points to pace the Falcons to a 47-42 victory.
ore on the increase - make on appointment now to
have your chimney, wood stove or oil burner
cleaned by a professional) We guarantee that we
will leave no mess)
CHIMNEY SWEEPS







You don't have to be cold
to save energy and money. .
just resourceful. Wear your Uncle
Jotin old wool sweater. Find the knee
socks you put away ages ago. Wear
P.J.'s to bed; we won't tell. Have a
- hot cider or dhotOlate to warm your
insides. Hold hands with a friend.
Throw a party. Dance a jig. Stay
warm for less.
ITV*
West Ky. Rural Electric
Cooperative Corporation
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Etr wade Salm
Lakeland Outdoors
Not Just A Dog
Retriever Is Entertainer,
Companion, Pain
' In Tbe Neck
'Mast people ask me why I
named my dog Jukebox, and I
don't really have a good an-
swer. I guess I just got tired of
e and Kfng and Champ.
‘,As far as I know, there's never
,been a Jukebox, either in
name or in flesh.
Lae I tell my hunting
buddies, Jukebox is something
else. It's not that he's that
handsome or that much more
capable ie his retrieving
duties. The black Labrador
has a long pointed head, and
he's skinny. And he does get
the job done, but his nose is so
bad I don't think he could
smell a skunk.
But Jukebox is more than
just a dog I keep to do my
bidding. He's a personality, an
entertainer, a companion who
-enjoys what I do, who gets
mad and sulks, who sets me up
and then takes advantage of
me, who can be lavish with
- affection, who can' be a pain in
the neck...
Originally I got him as a
duck dog. There's no sense in
' picking up my birds when I
could buy an animal and put in
a lot of work and pay an an-
nual fee of around $200 in feed
and shots to have it done for
me. That was simple enough
to understand
The only trouble was, I
didn't pick a simple dog. I got
Jukebox from a hunter in
' :Paducah who had him left out
of a litter of pups. (He said
Jukebox, whom he called
Clyde, was going to be his
personal dog, but his wife
wouldn't let him keep another
animal. Urn hum.) I paid the
man, patted the dog and lifted
him into the cab of my pickup.
The ride home was a_
"getting to know you" affair.
Jukebox thought he'd run into
his fairy godfather by virtue of
all the affection and candy
passed his way. Things were
going to be just one big romp.
' That was before I stopped at
,the store. It took one loaf of
'.bread and gallon fo milk for
1 s,. ukebox to tear the foam 6h  bber out of my truck seat.
7--- en I got back to the truck
.,the dog was bounding around
bumping into the windows,
::;and the padding was ripped
i4nto three hundred shreds.
fill I've read all the retriever
7books and how you shouldn't
, lose your temper and so forth,
:so I got in the truck, sat in a
crevice and playfully grabbed
-fat the dog's muzzle, all the
,while saying (in a happy
, voice), "That's a boy, I'd like
5to kill you for ripping up my
::seat, yes sir, that was fun,
-:.-wasn't it..." Old Jukebox
' drooled and beat the dash-
board with his tial, and we.
-.Went home.
;, Our relationship grew, as
did the dog's personality, and
/we expanded out time
'together into training
:Sessions. I'd had other
-,-- retrievers, and experience in
1.training them had taught me
.one fast rule: earh dog is
'..'different and must be in-
'-structed accordingly. So it
.-was with Jukebox.•. -
His main problem was
*-.learning who was boss. It was
:more fun to chase
....grasshoppers than to heel and
--sit and stay. But the lessons
Be it'a Iiinb or Canada goose, jukebio-s will drag it in.
The dog, more than a retriever, is a companion with a
personality and a temperament to himself.
(Photo by Wade Bourne)
done the same thing Jukebox
had done. (Jukebox later
indicated he didn't like the
onions.)
The third season is now
here, and Jukebox has
received his annual warning
that the picnic's over for
another year and now he's
going to work. I pour out his
food and snicker and tell him
to enjoy it because the free
ride's over for two months. All
that nice Purina and loafing
around in the summer will be
made up for in cold rides and
convinced us.of his siticerity,....., cold swims and cold beds. -
(It also convinced us we
wouldn't get any ducks unless
we let him in.) He's been an
inside-the-blind dog since,
_though he_ always-bounds into
The lake when a bird's down.
The second season came
around, and more memories
were stored up as we both
continued learning about the
other. Jukebox had his first
tussle with a crippled goose.
This big, mean bird was ,a
little more challenge than
mallards, and Jukebox didn't
want any part of him. He
circled the bird a couple of
times, but finally, at my
urging, moved, in for the
battle. He persisted, got the
best of the goose and brought
him in to his proud master and
f 
-
went ahead on schedule, and
the dog never oncefailed to go
when sent after a dummy. He
hit the water with enthusiasm,
and I liked that? He always
shook off on me in retribution,
but then I guess I'd want to get
back at somebody who made
me go swimming in 40 degree
water.
That first hunting season
opened with Jukebox sitting
on a ramp outside the blind in
Barkley Lake. He decided
he'd rather be inside,
however, and his barking
riend s.
Another time we hunters
had talked all morning about
food, and we'd built up prime
appetites. Partner Don Buck
decided to take the boat to the
bank, drive to a nearby
grocery and pick up some
tasties.
It took him a half hour to
make-lhe trip, but he came
back with the biggest, juiciest
cheeseburger I've-ever seen.
He smacked over it a couple of
times while the rest of us
opened cans of vienna
sausages.
About that time a flock of
mallards swung close, and
Don laid the hamburger down
to call. The birds flew on, Don
turned for his treat and found
Jukebox smacking his lips and
smiling. He'd found that
cheeseburger as good as Don
had said. Don somehow didn't
think it was funny and
proceeded to inform the dog
with his boot, but! interceded,
thinking I'd have liked to have




24 Hour Wrecker Service
2112 Colds% ater Rd. Murray, Ky.
753-7404





Open Mon. thru Sat. 9 til 9
Sunday 1-6
But I know I'm kidding
myself. Sure, Jukebox will get
wet and do my bidding when
the birds fly south. But -he'll
snuggle under my feet, beg
sandwiches and fidget like
he's got to go to the bank.
Then, after a long day of north -
wind, he'll get to curl up and
sleep on the seat while I drive
home. We look forward to the
hunting seasons, but I think he
enjoys them most of all.
Jerry Maspin's
TODD ROSE, son of Mr. and Mrs. William Rose of
Murray Route 5, killed this spike buck on Oct. 28 while
hunting in the Land Between the Likes. He used his
whitetail hunter set on 55 pounds. The buck field
dressed at 68 pounds.
NICE BUCK—Ricky Barrow, 15, son of Mary and Hal
Barrow of Route 6, Murray, shot this nine point buck in
the New Concord area recently. The buck field dressed at
213 pounds.
NEW CONCORD BUCK — Donald Cook of Route 5,
Murray, is pictured with a nine point buck he shot during
a hunt recently in the NeW Concord area. The 122 poun-
der represented a personal record for Cook.
Fishing line
I had an enjoyable and in-
formative conversation with
Bill McLemore Thursday. Bill
is the district biologist for the
dept.. of fish & wildlife and
always has some pretty good




placement in Ky. and Barkley
Lakes.
Anyone who has ever placed
a brushpile in the lake and
then fished it later, knows how
important it can be to have a
place like this.
If you can have enough
places provided to fish, no
matter the direction or
strength of the wind, you
might go more often and have
taller tales to tell.
Seriously, I think a person
should put a little more
thought into fish habitat and
how careless many people are
about the placement of such.
Approximately 85 percent of
all brushpiles and tree tops
are out of the water seven
months of the year! We sure
can't expect to hold fish in an
area that's dry„. Try to put
your structure around the 354
foot level or winter level, then
more can be expected to
produce into the winter
months as well as early
spring. Mark the areas on
your map and you are set,
almost. Why not keep a record
of the fish taken, the time of
the month, day, year, water
and weather conditions.
If you don't do well on some
structure examine it to see
what is wrong. You may learn
the right way to place a fish
holding area.
Sauger and White Bass are
gathering below the dams for
the long winter months ahead
and some fantastic winter


















tremendous schools below the
dams and can be taken by
trolling or minnows on jigs.
- Crappie are holding pretty
good along the- dropoffs and
ledges 8 to 12 feet deep.
They 'seem to have a lot of
body fat stored already so
everything looks good.
Black bass are on the deep
points as well as treetops and
main lake stumps. It is still
possible to take them on
buzging baits but I would
prefer a crank bait and a
spinnerbait. Remember the
water is cooling fast so don't
get in a hurry with your
retrieve. The last report I
received on the water tem-
perature was 54 degrees but
we have had three days of rain
since.
Don't put your rods away




By Hemp Brooks Jr.
The era of four wheel drive
has approached, and now is.
Countless numbers of the
rugged rigs are to be found;
- not Only locally, but all across
the nation. This, more than
anything, is a great
testimonial to the age old
American tradition of finding
personal identification with





frequently and more diligently'
in recent times, to force the
American driver into what it
considers to be a sensible car.
And American drivers, in-
creasingly, have refused to be
relegated into something
average, choosing instead
often unforeseen courses to
satisfy their whims and
escape the shackles
beauracracy would place on
them.
It is not, our intention to
paint the picture of the
government dictated no smog
economy car is all bad or all
good for that matter. Nor do
we wish to portray the four
wheel drive as the ultimate
symbol of protest; the literal
flagship of some noble effort
to circumvent politically
fueled motives which strike at
the American public. We
simply wish to call attention to
the fact that many Americans'
have always demanded and
usually found a set of wheels
somewhat unique from the
status quo. And that this;
perhaps, is partly responsible
for the tremendous popularity
of four wheel drive rigs at the
present time.
Economical and virtually
smog free four wheel drives
can be engineered and built.
And they will be. It is to be
hoped that the production of
vehicles which burn only lead
free gas will not cTItinu• to be
outpace and the production of
such gas. The shortage of that
particular fuel at pumps this
winter, something we are now
virtually assured of, can only
lead to frequent "shade tree"
modifications permitting the
use of regular grade which
continues in abundance.
Maybe you heard about
necessity being the mother of
invention. I can remember
one time well out in the
boondocks when gasoline ran
perilously short. Two gallons
of diesel fuel was mixed with.
the remaining gallon --of
gasoline and we proceeded in
home. Performing a secon-
dary task of eliminating about
four thirds of all mosquitoes
along the path.
In 1979 well over ninety
percent of all new four wheel
drives manufactured will
require lead free gasoline.
Fact. And if past experience is
any indication, more than half
of these will have the filler
neck modified and the
catalytic converter removed
in less than eighteen months.
Which doesn't make it right
but it sure can make you
wonder. Especially if you're
sitting in line at a pump which
ran out of the higher priced
substance two cars ahead of
you.
Recent tests indicate that
most modern cars experience
a rapicliincrease in emissions
4 POINT BUCK --- Tommy Tynes of Route 8, Murray,
killed a four point buck recently in South Graves County.
Pictured is Tynes, left, ?Waddle Tynes, right, and Billy Jack,
center.
PAIR OF BUCKS — Max Parrish and Tony Lorey are pic-
tured here with a pair of bucks killed at West Kentucky
Management Area in McCracken County recently. The








HOOKS Tires, Wheels And Accessories
and
Hooks Wheel Alignment
Specializing in servicing tires 1. 4 W.D. Vehicles
"Widest- Selection of 4-Wheeling Tires
410N. 4th In The Jackson Purchase 753-6779
SO-OrgStnen:
Check the values in
our Sporting Goods Dept.
Fishing,. Camping, and Hunting Equipment.
& fishing Licestses
once the warranty period has
elapsed. And they are so
complicated with the modern__
components. that a good
twieup- seldom 'to be had, -
assuming it can be afforded. It
has also come to our
nowledge thel,„a reasonably
well tuned nineteen fifty seven
Chevrolet V8 produces less
emissions per mile traveled
than ninety percent of the cars
on todays,highways. So much
for progress.
The decision on whether to
"convert" your no lead
gasoline burning four wheel
drive will ultimately be your
individual decision. Stiff
penalties are provided by law
in many states for automobile
dealers and others tampering
with such devices. And in a
few for Individuals who do so,
though this has not been
rigidly enforced from what we
can find out. Its your rig and
your decision. Remember that
forty seven cars running down
the highway above the speed
limit can all get a ticket from
the same radar. So safety in
numbers is no guarantee
either.
For the best information,. I
can get in the State of Kgii-
tucky its not exactly illegal for
the individual owner to do this
himself; though it is frowned,
upon and laws may be enacted
in the future to prevent it.
Wonder if these folks up
yonder in Washington ever
heard about that horse
someone led to the water, and
still wouldn't make him
drink?
Better gas mileage we
wholeheartedly support. Smog
free stuff we wonder about, It
cost us the gas mileage in the
first place. It cost us over $770
additional on each car or ._.
truck we buy. And the plain —
truth of the matter is that it
hasn't worked much. Im-
provements have been vir-
tually insignificant. So. Now
we wait in lint to pay more
money for something they
may not have.
Have a nice week. Com-
ments are always welcome.
HAPPY FOUR WHEELING.
Somme Honored









Nine other statewide coa-
servation awards were given
during the ceremony, La-
eluding Conservationalist ef
the Year, Conservation
Organization of the Veit,
Wildlife Conservationist of the
Year, etc.
Bourne has been active
outdoor and conservati
communication for four year*
Besides editing the Tribune-
Courier, he writes a 'weekly
outdoor column, which is
syndicated to seven other west
Kentucky newspapers, iii-
eluding The Murray Ledger:&
Times, does twice wee,)
outdoor television reports en
WPSD-1'V in Paducah, serves
as Kentucky editor for Qyt-
door Life Magazine.
He and his wife, Rebecca.
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"I've gone through the hard
part," she said recently after
a long evening of performing
at an 'uptown club. "And I've
gotten the thrill of touring out
of my system. I'm not crazy
but I'd likele see the good side
of the business, too.
"But what I have done in
defense is not pin my hopes to
anything. If it works, I'll be
thrilled and if it doesn't, I
don't want it to wreck my life
or break my heart."
People would notice Marcia
Ball even if she didn't have a
what one Austin writer called
"the best country voice since
Patsy Cline." She is a striking
6-footer - taller in boots than
most of her band - with
flowing black hair and a
Roman nose.
Marcia Ball hit the Texas
capital in the early '70s, just
as it began to dome alive with
country music played by
outlaws and longhairs. She
became known as Freda, as in
Freda and the Firedogs.
Freda and the Firedogs
lasted about twcf years before
going their separate ways.
For Marcia Ball, it was a time
of reassessment and a long
time before she had much
confidence to go it alone.
But she put together a band
and went out on the road,
learning as much about
business as she did about
music and playing a zillion
little places where the drinks
were cheap and the pay was
low. Now, with sax man Jeff
Barnes and guitarist Larry
Atkinson giving the quintet a
solid backbone, she is a
confident performer with a
likeable sound.
Pope Boniface VIII died in
1303.
Christopher Columbus
discovered the Bahamas in
1492.
TVA Senior Citizens To Receive More Assistance 2.11-11:
JACKSON, Miss. - A
program , of increased
assistance' to Tennessee
Valley assile citizens has been
joint* aimooneed by TVA and
the 3e9No Valley date aging
age1311411.
TVA began working with the
agencies during the summer
at the request of Board
Chairman S. David Freeman
to identify .areas where TVA 
couldhelp fill gaps which exist
in state and federal programs
for the elderly.
.:TVA has many programs
that provide direct or indirect
assistance to the elderly,
including our free home
energy audit and no-interest
loan insulation programs,"
Freeman said. "But the TVA
board feels that new
initiatives are 'needed if we
are to meet the growing needs
of our senior citizens, par-
ticularly in this time of rising
energy costs."
Freeman said WA weald be
assisting the state agencies in




added that TVA was alti0
considering the special needs
oi the elderly durina: -*-
ongoing review of electric rate
-structures and delivery ef-
-
Major elements of the TVA
demonstration program
announced by Freeman in-
clude; _
Supplying each of the
Valley states a van equipped
to provide health checkups
and health education in-
formation. "Taking
preventative health care and
basic health education op-
portunities to the elderly in
isolated areas or areas where
such services Etre not
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AND NO FOOD COLORING
PRESERVATIVES
•
Freeman said. Staff on the
vans would also assist the
elderly in making
arrangements for additional
health care and would help
make payment arrangements
for Medicare, Medicaid, and
health insurance to avoid
delays in needed services.
TVA would fund its portion of
the program for two or three
years before turning financial'
responsibility over to the
states and-or other possible
funding sources.
-- Providing. funds -to
upgrade the homes of selected
elderly residents in key
geographic areas so they can
qiuklify as day-care or family-
care homes. Such a program
would provide employment
opportunities for senior
citizens and also improve the
quality and availability of
child care to working parents_
TVA has identified areas with
a critical need .for child care






and. is presently investigating
the need for more child care in
Paducah, Kentucky.
- Accelerating an existing
program to train state aging
personnel and senior citizen




thousands of senior citizens
with information and
assistance on how to "win-
terize" and prepare for the
heating season. Freeman
said.





itizens will heat and
only one room of a
during the winter
thereby assuring the




free energy audits of
es of Nalley electric
rs. TVA would hire
citizens to arrange
s for audits, answer
from the public,
handle all clerical erect, and
perform other duties
associated with UM program. 
'Thisprogram would provide
employment for some of our
senior citizens and at the same
time free TVA and distributor
personnel to get out into the
field and reduce the present
backlog of requests for energy
audits,!! Freeman said.- • -
- Consideration of the
elderly in WA's program of
reviewing fate , itructures,
delivery of electric service,
and Other apecti "it the
electric power program.
- Substantially increasing
an existing program to help
low-income citizens, many of
whom are also elderly, grow
vegetable gardens to reduce
grocery expenses, improve
nutrition, and in many in-
stances produce a cash crop.
TVA's Division of Agricultural
Development provides par-
ticipants technical advice,
seed, fertilizer, and other help
in growing their produce.
- Initiating a small-scale,
-one-year demonstration
program designed to show
how elderly citizens who own
large, older homes could
supplement their-incomes by
converting unused space into
rental apartments. Under this
proposal, 10 homes would be
selected for renovation with
TVA its-tithing reiliOn:sthility
for three-quarters of the cost.
If the demonstration proved
successful, TVA would en-
tourage the state aging offices
to seek out financial in-
stitutions and other sources of
funding to establish a low- or
no-interest loan program so
that this activity could be
expanded throughout the
region.
Freeman said that work on
those elements of the program
not already underway would
begip this fiscal year, and
estimated that the first year
cost of the program to TVA
would be about $1 million. Ile
said. that,WAwould 4111,41,,,
those elemoillo-oilhoymerien
which are directly related to
power activities from power
revenues, and the remainder
of funds would come from
congrassicsaappropoistions.
Several of these initiatives
have been developed so that
the participating states,
through other funding sour-
ces, will assume financial
responsibility for the
programs after a one- or two-
year demonstration, allowing
TVA to move on to other
demonstration efforts.
Marcia Ball Trying To Be A Star,
But Without An Inflated Ego
By DAVID N. ROSENTHAL
Associated Press Writer
Somewhere in a million
faces,
Watching my show in a
thousand places.
Is a man with some room in
his heart, -
For a Circuit Queen.
NEW ORLEANS (AP) -
Marcia Ball didn't write the
song "Circuit Queen" - it was
written by Cam King - but
she wishes she had. For she is
the Queen of the Crawfish
Circuit who is trying very
hard to enlarge her territory.
For the past five years, she
has played and sung a
peculiar brand of progressive
country, Cajun swing and
downright homesick blues in
smoky clubs and dirnmly lit
bandstands across the Sun
Belt from New Orleans to San
Antone_
The last two of those years,
she has been that most
unusual of Austin musicians -
a female boss of a band. And
now, with one album recorded
and another in the planning
stage, she says she is ready to
be a star, albeit without the




S.HOW5r.  'LOW THIS,
REr144 FM ICE WHISTLE..
HOW ABOUT THAT Ff
"TDoeciA -4(611,-
• By Abigail Van Buren
•• 1975 57 Czscago Ittoun• N trt News SynO
DEAR ABBY: lam studying for the ministry. My father
(now deceased) was also a minister.
Some years ago my father read a letter from the pulpit
that he had clipped from your column. I was.a very young
boy then, but I recall that it made a big impression on me.
It had to do with a 13-year-old boy who didn't want to go
to church with a bunch of hypocrites.
Can you find it and run it again? Thank you.
,DAILY READER
DEAR READER: Is this it?
DEAR ABBY: I am a 13-year-old, and my parents force
me to go to church every Sunday.
I hate going to church because I see people there who 1
know are drunkards, gossips, liars and cheats, and they are
right there every Sunday saying their prayers and singing
the hymns. I don't have any respect for hypocrites and our
church is full of them, my own parents included.
I am only 13, so maybe my opinion doesn't count, but I
don't see any sense in my going to church with a bunch of
hypocrites.
ONLY A BOY
DEAR ONLY: Christ became • man at 13, and you are not
too young to become a man either. One goes to church to
learn about the Bible and the word of the Lord, although
God dwells in one's heart, and it's not necessary to go to
church to communicate with Him. And as for the hypocrites
you see in church-what better place is there for them to
be?
A church is not a museum for saints. It's a hospital for
sinners.
-"DEAR ABBY: I'm a telephone operator for ,a rather large
and busy company. We have two nice young fellows who do
a good job. But they could do better if their wives would quit
calling them at work so much.
I can understand emergency calls, but these wives call up
to say, "We got a letter from your mother should I read it
to you?" Or, "Guess what the baby said today?"
Abby. I know both these wives and I wouldn't hurt their
feelings for the world, and I certainly wouldn't say anything
to their husbands, and if you print this, they may get the
hint, Besides, it's not fair to call a person at work to just gab
about nothing on company time.
VERMONT READER
DEAR READER: Your point is well taken. And may I
add that when • man comes honkt from work and asks his
wife, "What's new?" it gives thenr something to talk about.
DEAR ABBY: When a lady comes to your table at a
restaurant and is offered &chair but refuses, saying she is
going to stay only a ,minute, then stands there talking, how
long shotfld a gentlman remain standing?
R.R.R. IN S.F.
DEAR R.R.R.: Two minutes. If she's still standing and
talking, sit down. She's no lady.
IS you put off writing letters because you don't know what
to say, get Abby's booklet, "How to Write Letters for all
Occasions." Send $I and a long, stamped 128 contiii,.aelf




needs a Star Wars costume.
All parts needed. CA1t. _41. A
13-14.
FOR WATKINS ProduCts,













GOD LOVES AND WANTS to
























SOON: One ,of America's
premiere humorist, story-
teller, poet, composer of
voice and piano. Bible
scholar, teacher and









$360 NET PER WK.
PART-TIME
Our latest program in au
-tomatic merchandising
features the new pop-top
.hot foods All are nation-
ally-known brands such as
Heinz, Campbell's Hormel.
Chef Boy-Ar-Dee, etc All
accounts are secured by
US in office buildings.
schools, industrial plants
and -hospitals in your area
We need reliable people in
ydiir area to service these
accounts We provide se.





parts and service. You
provide 8-10 hours your
choice weekly, serviceable
automobile, be ready to
start in 30 days, minimum
investment, $3000 Call






Row Crop Land for
corn, beans, wheat,
kobe etc. U you have
land to rent or lease




-POR SPECIAL PRICES ow
-oil paintings, prints,
Atittographs and frames,
check Goodman's Art Shack

















1 block from Univer-




live in and care for lady
invalid. Time off, salary,





General Hospital, part time




Monday through Friday, 8:00
am to 4 pm. Call 901-587-4261
Ext:127, martin Tenn.
MAID, PART TIME. merit
bonus plan. Apply in person
St Regal 8 Inn, 517 S. 12th. St.











hours daily from 5
p.m. till 9 p.m. and




phone to P.O. Box 32.
J. Murray, Ky. 42071.
MATURE WOMAN FOR
house cleaning one day a
week. Call 753.3992.
PERSON INTERESTED IN
career in agriculture feed
sale! Farm back;ground with
degree in agriculture helpful
..but riot necessary. Job will
mean training in Henderson
Kentucky for minimum of 2
years at which time can




perience. If interested send
resume to Suppersweet
Feeds, P.O. Box 1350,













DITIONING and detail man,
to work at progrressive Ford
dealership in III. top salary
and benefits. For the right









NEEDS work. Prefer janitor
or inside work for the winter




Must be willing to lotate
anywhere in Kentucky. Ex-
cellent salary, along with a
production bonus and housing
furnished. Write P.O. Box 32-M,



























































































2 'NEW -26 in.
Western Auto Fl
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TIRED OF the every day
lob? Open your own business
stone that is ready to operate,
Hazel Lumber Co, complete
with all stock and equipment,
arid the buildings. DONALD
R:TUCK ER REALTOR, 753
4142.
IL SITUATIONS WANTED 
NEED CHRISTMAS HELP?
Part time grad stuclont
Seeking par time _wpm




to. BUS. OPPORTUNITY 
CRAFTS: American Han-
dicrafts dealership
7417 W. 7th. Ft. Worth, TX
76107, or call 817-3354161. 
FRANCHISED BRUN
SW ICK and Gandy Pool
Table Dealers. Pinball
machines, bumper pool, 3 in
1 tables, card tables, toosball
tables, billiard supplies, one
and two piece cues. Service
Dept. financing available,
(*livery and Installation
available. Rack n'Cue,601 E.
14th. St, Owensboro, Ky.
1. Call collect 502 926-
12. INSURANCE
We are now writing instreance
en mobile homes, win, 3 rfif
lerent companies For hest
rates contact Wilson In-
surance and Real Estate, 302
N. 12th • 753.3263.
3i.SALE OR TRADE 
WILL TRADE: 1972, 4-door
POritiac Lemans, 350 engine,
goed shape. For good pickup
trdck. Call 753-5648.
xtilASIT TO BUY 
BUICK ENGINE, 425 or 401,
must be 64, 65 or 66. Call 759-
4680.
FOUR OR FIVE YOUNG
turkey hens and guineas.




iower. Call 436-2289 after 5
Pm.. 
WANT TO BUY good' used
moble homes. Call 502-527
1162. 
IS. ARTICLES FOR SALE 
1,000 ANTIQUE USED
Bricks. Large quantity of
broken bricks free with
purchase. Call 753-3690, Allen
Rose, 1603 Keeneland. 
BOYS 20 INCH single speed
bicycle. In good conditon,











515 and 4 ,
FOR SALE: Kenmore
washing machine. Call 753.
5618. 
GRANDMOTHER CLOCK.
Singer sewing machine and
cabinet, dishwasher,
refrigerator and 10-speed
bike 753-7575 and ask for
Paul.
2 NEW .26 inch standard
Western Auto Flyer bicycles.








18 lbs. bags. Bill
Jones 305 S. 12th
St. 753-3773.
3 SQUARES of 5-V used tin,
pproximately 5 years old.
000, S14 a square. Contact
oward Brandon. 753 4383 or
53.5960
15. ARTICLES FOR SALE
NEW APPLIQUED QUILT.
Ohio rose pattern-, 111007ralr
753- 1731.
WOMAN'S ALL WOOL
Pendleton 3 piece suit, never
worn. Call 753.7909. 
IA. NOME FURNISHINGS 
CHERRY POSTER BEDS.
Ma/ening chest-Of nrawtrrs:





Hodge & Son, Inc.
206 So. 5th
17. VACUUM CLEANERS
ELECTROLUX Sales and •
Service in Paducah call 1-
44-6469. In Murray call Tony
Montgomery 753-6760. 
19. FARM EQUIP. 
CAT HYDRAULIC DOZER,
gas model, about size of D- 4,
good condition dependable
operation. Can give it a work
out. Will consider reasonable
offer. Contact Bill Cullop
afternoons this month. 21/2
miles from Friendship
Church on Kirk Ridge Roast
1974 MODEL FERGUSON
tractor, 150, 400 hours. Also a
John Deere front end loader,





organs, used pianos. Lonardo
Piano Co., across from Post
Office, Paris, TN. 
NEED AN EXPERIENCED.
rhythm and feed guitar
player to form a band. Call





&  Control 
24. MISCELLANEOUS
FREEZER BEEF. Choice
groin fed-aged beef. Front
quarter 5.79 cents a pound,
whole or side $.89 cents a
pound. Hind quarter $.99
cents a pound hanging
weight  _ Food stamps -ac-
cepted. We also do custom
slaughtering. Paris Meat
Processing, 64243201. One
mile north of Paris on old
MurraY,road. 
24. TV-RADIO 
AM-FM, 8 TRACK GE
stereo, speakers and record
player, $50. Call 753-6223. 
SISSON'S ZENNITH 1978
Close Out Sale. Open Friday
nights till 8. One year free
service on all color tvs.
Sisson's has sold and ser-
viced Zennith products for 16
years. So for /he best in sales
and service call Sisson's
Zennith, 19 miles west of
Murray on 94. 1-382-2174. 
lalffralT• A NEW COLOR TV
but short on cash! Take up
payment on this beautiful 25"
console, under warranty.
Clayton's formerly J 8. B
Music. 753-7575.
'17. MOB. HOME SALES 
1972, 2 BR, gas, completely
furnished.- harvest gold
appliances, new carpet,
drapes, large bath, un-
derpenning, $.4700. Call 753-
4074 or 7531877. 
2 BR MOBILE HOME, meter
pole, underpinning and
blocks included. Less than
$3500: Call 437-4742 or 753-
1841 after 4 pm. 
1969 JETLINER, 12 X 65,




MOBILE HOME FOR SALE.
12 X 60 Atlantic, BR,
completely furnished.
Carpeted, includeS washer
and dryer, central air,
economical gas heat, deck
with awning and storage
area, underpinning and
anchors_ Must be seen at 8-12






NICE NIAR CUT 51.50
Monday-Friday 7:30-Noon SaturdaY 7:30 til 5:00
MO MOStittai a 0.0uStratiS P11010 753 4011
Closed All Day Wed. I
PRICE SHAVE 51.25
.HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP
RECON NEW OFFICE 'SOURS 


















Two level, 5 bedroom brick, two full
eramic baths, huge utility room, 2
fireplaces, fully carpeted, kitchen with
built-ins, large lot. Two car detached
garage with nice guest apartment above.
Owner has other interest. ,Price
110,000.
Ohio Valley Real Estate




21. MOB. NOME SALES 41. PUBLIC SALES
12btAdr tom°, all electric, thLmFob lobile
home. Good condition, new
carpet, penally furnished,
including washer and dryer.
753-3143 after 4 pm. 
12 X 52 HALMARK mobile
home. 2 BR, partially fur.
_niitufg.. _storm. leand,coms..-
underpinning, storm straps
and air conditioning. Calf
492 8828. 
lox SO 1968 Champion mobile
home, excellent conditon.
Call 436-1647. 
1972 12 X 60 trailer, un
furnished, 2 BR, $4500. Call
759.4939 after 4 pm.
28. MOB. HOME RENTS 
2 BR FURNISHED trailer on
t.'2 acre lot. Central heat and




mobile home spaces for rent
at Riveria Courts. Call 753-
3280.
29. HEATING & COOLING 
TWO GAS HEATERS, $75
and $50. Call 436.2411. 
10. BUS. RENT4LS 
SHOPPING CENTER next
to Murray State University
campus has building for rent.
Equipped with gas heal and
air conditioning. Ca11753-3018
after 5 pm. 
31. WANT TO RENT 
WAN-TED: Rental house,
unfurnished, 3 or 4 BR. Call
1-803-224-3339 after Nov. 15th. 
32. APTS. FOR RENT 
1 BR FURNISHED apart-
ment in Murray, heat and
water furnished. $125 per




and singles only. Zim-
merman Apartments, S.
16th. St. 753-6609. 
SMALL FURNISHED
apartment for rent. Come to
1414 Vine. 
TWO - ONE BEDROOM
federal housing apartments.
Located at Murray Manor,
Duiguid Road, or call 753-
8668. , 
33. ROOMS FOR RENT 
ROOM FOR RENT. 2 blocks
from university, living
room,kitchen, washer and
dryer. $60 plus utilities Call
436 2411. 
34. HOUSES FOR RENT 
2 BR HOUSE -for rent at
Coach Estates S. 16th, St.
Urtfurnithed, except fof
stove and refrigerator. Call
753-3855. 
4 ROOM HOUSE, bath anC
water, couples only. No pets.
-Call 492.8360 al ter-5-pm. - 
TWO-2BR Homes ready for
immediate posess ion.
Completely remodeled. 5
miles N. of Murray on hwy
641. Call 1-474-2337 or 474-
2323. 
34. RENT OR LEASE 
GET SETTLED IN before
winter hits with this nice lot
for trailer near Whites
Camper Sales on 94 East, 3
miles from Murray, all
hookups,' many trailers near
by. Only $28 per month. Call










55.00 month. Boats, campers,
$20. up. 10 X 22 Sheds, 10
cents sq. ft. up. 753-7400, .
37. LIVESTOCK,SUPP. 
FOR SALE. 10 Hampshire
guilts and 1 boar. Call 753-
1348. a 
FOR SALE: 10 nice pigs. Call
474-2301, Noble L. Hurt.
HAY FOR SALE. Call 753-
1287: 
38. PETS-SUPPLIES. 
BIRD DOG Registered, if








man, female, 150. Call 753-
8451 
FULL BLOODED Doberman
Pinscher, one year old, very




Dog grooming by appointment
only. ("all 759-4140 Moncla
through Friday, 9 till 5
•
- 
ONE WELL TRAINED 5
year old male pointer bird
dog. Call 753-5886 after S pm. 
TWO BEAGLE HOUNDS.
2l'2 years old„Cail 753-5618. 
WHAT NICER GIFT for your
child's Christmas than a
CFA registered Persian
kitten. Red, cameo and
silver. (Lay a way one for
Christmas now). Call (9011
642 6742, 782-3732 or 782.5625. 
39. POULTRY•SUPP. 
FRYERS FOR SALE. $1.50
each. Rotiert Davis. Rt. 5,





suite, tables, washer di
dryer, co/or TV, 2
baby cribs, high chair
and stroller. Bally and
women's' clothing,
other misc. items. 10
p.m.. Sat. 602 Poylar.
Indidtr. '
FAMILY -YARD- -sAt-e
Sat. Nov. le, 8 untill ? in
Kirksey on hwy 299_ Eur
niture, clothes, glassware
and lots of other  items. 
GARAGE SALE Saturday, 7
am till 5 pm at 1513 Can
terbury Drive. Clothing. n
cwir•obr.- 443147:--efteeetepecttas.".....,
lamps and many household
Items.







44. HOMES FOR SALE •49,. USED CARS_
2 OR, fki_tngt _1134133.- .4-u•----vt-w-v-RAR-E vostrettevroset
acre, double carport, 12 X 15 Sedan Delivery, rough but
block outbuilding, carpeted, original. Call 753-7365. - 
air conditioned, drapes,
FOR SALE BY OWNER. 3 aci2c19::_de3-it2Vison.71:: 
room, split level entry. 
Call AarlfterE'41.irm.
$23,500. Call 753-7458.
BR, 2 bath, large family
Fnitsrutigclill""ftettwith Andersen powerpower steering, power
500. USED TRUCKSya   eT . it i Is tto w
windows, brick and wood.
Appreximateiy 16 acres, 11
miles north of Murray. Nice
quiet area. Widow leaving
state. Call 753-2810. 
FOR SALE BY OWNER: 6.9
acres, 2 BR frame house,
1680 sq. ft. in house with sun
porch and 4 out buildings.
Located 3 miles SW of
Murray on Old Murray. Paris
Rd. Call 753-1966 days or 753-
3245 nights.
ISM United Feature Syndicaie. Inc IMMEDIATE POSSESSION. 
50ACRES FOR SALE, ,
V HEAVENS CARS ARE ROOM newly 
Nice twg bedroom brick
Johnny Robertson road. This I MANI • veneer, ly decorated, full
is prime development bacement and complete
property, just listed. Phone upstairs, with two baths.
KOPPERUD REALTY, 753
1222, for all your real estate 
01-.AENCE WATCHNG ME GET IN OR Could have basement
needs. OUT OF THE DRYER'S SEAT apartment and rental rooms
3 BEDROOM, 11/2 BATH,
near town. Nice deep lot in
area of nice homes but zoned
B 3 for the future. Ideal for










DELIGHT. Would you tike to
live near the lake or have a
nice house just to get away
from it all? Take a look at
this practically new two
bedroom home in Baywood
Vista. It has a nice kitchen,
living room, one bath and a
full walkout basement with
central heat and air. Priced
to sell fast at only $21,500.
Don't delay-phone us today.
KOPPERUD REALTY, 753-
1222.
South 12th at Sycamore
TELEPHONE 753,16b1
Located at 1511 Story
is this eight room, one




heat and central elec-




ROUGH.:. Finish your home
then you will have 4
bedrooms, 1/2 baths, setting
on 2 acres ml..Just 8 minutes
from Murray and 8 minutes
from lake. Posession on
delivery of deed priced in




With The Friendly Torch"
PRICES SLASHED!
Commercial Building,
2,520 sq. ft. like new
condition, 40x20 office
area, 1/2 baths, 40x43
shop or storage area.
Well insulated, central
gas heat, central air
condition. 2 acres of
land. Priced Now at
$51,000. Boyd-Majors







Ph , 9011479-2W 47q-3713 1
South Fulton Tenn
DOLLAR DIZZY? Love a
bargain? Who says you can't
get a home at a bargain, too.
This is one of those .Neat 2
bedroom with storm doors
_-and _windows, carpeted,
drapes...2 acres for that
garden next spring. Priced




We can help you buy, sell
or trade a home anyplace
in the USA and Canada
®KOPPt.RDREAI.1
-
AGAIN SO I DONIT HAVE AN
43. REAL ESTATE
WILSON
8-3 Zoned for Isesieess, 11.2
story frame, has control (los
heat, 7 rooms on mein floor, 2
up. Located on 105 x 121 ft.







HOUSE, TAN Brick, 2 mile
west of Hazel on Stateline
Rd. 4 BR, 2 bath, _fireplace
and built-ins. Open for in-
spection 10 to 4 Sat. Nov.
18th. Selling below appraisal,
owner will finance. Phone












LOG CABIN. Genuine log
cabin close to Ky. Lake.
Year-round living with lots of
space. Three bedrooms and
large fireplace in living
room, one acre lot. Priced to
sell. Phone KOPPERUD
REALTY, 753-1272. We are






r• Weill,* Friend], Touch"
.The Winter Outside
Might Be Frightful,
but the fire will be
delightful in this
Brand New 3 bedrm., 2
bath B.V. living rm.,
family rm., ss /double
garage. Located' in











QUIET ACRES! A place to
relax and enjoy the good
life.. .3 bedroom' ranch with
living room, family room,
kitchen:den con-
bination...Situated on 2 acres
in East school district. tlu,e
skies and clean air are a few
of the bonuses you get in this










With The Friendly Touck-
SALES DON'T JUST
HAPPEN. Most of
them are made by a
"Professional," know-






dle your real estate
needs. Boyd-Majors
-Real Estate, 105 N.
_12th.
upstairs. Choice lot 75 X 365,
desireable location, within
walking distance- of the
University. Price, upper 30's.
Call 753-5000. 
QUALITY BUILT COM-
FORTABLE home, 2600 sq.




tercome, 3 BR, 2 large




ovens, birch cabinets, bar,
dining area, laundry room,
red-wood work shop and
crack tile patio. 2 car garage,
_nice neighborhood, 556,000.
Call 753-6017 for an ap-
pointment.
REDUCED ANOTHER
51000. 2 bedroom, white
frame house in good location.
All appliances and draperies
go with house. Call 753-9924
after 3:30 pm. 
47. MOTORCYCLES 
1972 SL-350 HONDA. Has new
tires and battery, good
mechanical condition. Call
492.8102. 
48. AUTO. SERVICE 
FOUR 15 inch Universal
mags, with tires, 8-78, -two
snow tires allmost new, $125.'
Call 753-6825. 
FOR SALE: Three sets,
axles, tires and wheels. Also
drill press. Call 753-5913. ,
49. USEr3 CARS 
1971 AMX. Mechanically
sound. Body _needs little
work, reasonable. Call after
5:00, 753-6409. 
ANTIQUE 1948 Chevrolet, 2.
-door Sedan, ruyis good. call
753-5267 before 5 pm, ask for
David.19u   B uic. 
K LaSabre, new
radial tires, one owner car,
51,000 actual miles. Show
room condition inside and






 .-1175 BLUE DATSUN B-210
hatch back. 50,000 miles, new
tires, air conditidned, $2000.
Call 753-7458.
44. LOTS FOR SALE 
I/4 ACRE LOT near Kentucky
'Lake. Call Chuck Thurman,
759-1677, Chilton & Hance
Realty. 
LOTS FOR SALE: Complete
with septic system. Water,
electric and driveway for
mobile home or house. Near
Kentucky Lake, $42.50 per
month with $1,000 down. Call-
502-474-2718.
45. FARMS FOR SALE 
26 ACRES More or less.
Prime farm land with
tobacco base-1.82 hundreds
dark fXre and 600 lbS. burley
base. Tot5Z1cco barn, stock
barn all in good condition,
and pondi. Entire farm is
tendable. Has great pqtential
for subdivision. Call 489,2504
or 437.4683 for further in-
formation. 
JUST REDUCED
$3-,680.661.1! We have a 10
acre farm with a 3 bedroom
home just ready for you. Call
us today tor an appointment.
DONALD R TUCKER
REALTOR, 753-4342..,
44. HOMES FOR SALE . 
HOUSE FOR SALE. 5 BR,
brick veneer house, 2200 sq.
ft. excellent location, 704
Olive, newr health center,
public library, middle
school, $42,750. Basement,
1/2 baths, central gas heat.
dishwashe.r... garbage
disposal, air conditioned,
breakfast nook, fireplace in
living room. large family
room. 52 gallon glass lined
electric hot water heater,
front patio, lot 60 x 150.
Would consider a 3 way
trade, have a buyer for a 3
BR house. Shown by ap-
pointment only. John Pase0;
753 5791 or 753 2649.
Career Opportunity
RESTAURANT MANAGEMENT
One of the ,,atioms fastest growing family steak house
chains is seel,rip management trainees for this area This
is an outetand rlIPPOOrtun try to learn the restaurant bus,
ness. Offering an exciting rapidly growing andwell-paid
future NO reA•aurant experience Is necessary -- only an
eagernetts to ',srn and the desire to succeed
• F ormal malagement training program
.1 am 59,000 • $l O.800 wild.. swernme
• st6ie Hi-ampere earn $20 000-plus
•win ,ncent,ve trips an° otner prizes
•Health ono life insurance benefits
•Pairt vilest...Ina from 2.-to-S weeks annually
45,d0ayozoOrnii, *Niro
ktriede from within the company
- vrittrrisprd advancement based on performance
If you ate he'd-Working, •ryibitiout and looking (Or • re-
warding carite• 090Ortunity. 'apply IcKlayi
An Equal Oppe,tuntty Employer
Cell Catlett:






radial tires, a real good car,
$1350. Call 1.3546'217 
1976 CUTLASS SALON,
loaded. Call 753-1272 ask for*
Dean.
1966 CADILLAC, $200. Call
753-8451. 
1972 CHEVROLET IM-
PALLA. 1971 Toyota Carona,
Th excellent condition. Call
753-9964 after 3 pm. 
1973 DODGE CHARGER,
good.condition, 77,000 miles,
$850. Call 767 6102 after 5:30. -*
1967 FORD FALCON Sport
Coupe, 289, V-8, 4 speed. See
it at 1508 Chestnut or call Jim
at 753.7354.  -
176.. 1F-ORD • GRAND
TORINO. Power- brakes,
steering and cruise control,
$2650. Call 753-9908 
1976 FURY WAGON, 58,00(f
miles. power steering.
brakes, air and autornearc.
Body needs minor work, runs
good, S1000. Call 436-5680. 
1975 FORD GRENADA, 2-
door. 6 cylinder, autoroatiC,
power and air, $2450. Call
489-2595. 
1972 HORNET Station
wagon, 4 ,Cvl., manual, air,
52,000 $1000. Moving
sale. Call Eric,,759.1061. 
1973 HONDA, automatic,
$1200 or best offer. Call 753-
6531 or 759.1155. 
1965 MUSTANG GT fast
back, one owner, sharp. Call
4189970 
MAVERICK., VERI  Call 436-
2555.
1975 NEW YORKER. With
all the extras. Local- one
owner car with 65,000 miles,
new radial tires, shoe/room
condition, $3000. Call 436
5680
SEVENTY PONTIAC
LeMans. 2 door sport, one
owner, 43,000 miles. Call 753-
4856.
1976 SILVER CORDOBA,
burgandy top, loaded, sharp,
ora0d condition. Call 436-5878.
SPECIAL
'78 COUGAR XV
Leeks I drives kited *ow,
law Noted with ex-
tras, comfort supreme, still




V -or V(11111110 Ditilet
253-5773
PIL- 753-1222 .
brakes, air and mag wheels,'
$2150. Call /36-2573. 
1971 CHEVROLET pickup,
307 engine, straight shift,
good condition, $1250. Call
474-2355, 




wheel, sliding rear window,
gauges, 400 engine, 15,000
miles, bought new in
Mayfield. Excellent con-
dition, $6000. Call 753-7593
before 3 pm. 
1963 GMC Pickup, $325. Call
436-2245 after 5 pm". 
1978 GMC Customized Van.
Long wheel base. Mas 2,800
miles on it, 48,750 or best
offer. Call 901-642-9442 after
4:30 pm. 
1974 MODEL TANDEN
dump truck. Call 753.5618.
..1972 VW VAN, has a real
-good engine with only 19,000
miles, $1,000. Also a 1974
Pinto Squire station wagon
2300 C.C. automatic. Has
factory AM-FM and tape,
$850. Phone 1-354-6217. 
51. CAMPERS 
1977 JAYCO Fully self
contained travel trailer. 20 ft.
10 in. many extras. Call 492-
8745. 
1979 MODELS ARRIVING,
come out and take a look.
White's Camper Sales, your
local Starcraft dealer.
Complete line of parts and
accessories. Nontoxic an-
tifreeze $3.99 per gal.Located
4 miles from Murray on 94
Eali, Call 753-0605. 
N ETD CAMPER WIN-
TERIZED? Call Whites
Camper Sales, east 9/ hwy:
Murray, Ky. 753-0605. 
1972 TROTWOOD, 26 ft.
travel trailer, nice, $3200.
Call 753-1816 after 3 pm. 
TOPPER FOR pickup truck.
Fits long bed, $115. Call 753-
1873. 
52. BOATS & MOTORS 
12' ALUMINUM _BOAT: 7 hp
Mercury motor. Call 753-
5618. 
13 FT. POL-ARCRAFT
fishing bdat, 10 hp Johnson
motor and trailer. 1962 Ford,
55,000 miles. All for $800. Call
753-392/. • 
16 FT JON BOAT, 40 hp
Johnson with removable
due* blind, S8011 or best offer-.
Call 767-2355. 
53. SERVICES OFFERED 
BYARS BROTHERS & Son-
General home remodeling,
framing, aluminum siding,
gutters, and roofing. Call 1-
395-4967 or 1-362-4895. .
B & J HYDRAULICS. Ser-
vice calls,gr in-shop repairs
of hydrelic parts, jack
rebuilding, prices starting at removal. Free estimates,.
$17.50. Hwy. 1346 off 94.-East.----Cail 436-2294 after 5 pm. 
Ca11436.2788.  WELDLNG SERVICE. New
CARPET CLEANING, at business just starting, on
reasonable rates. Prompt hwy 893, 2 miles northwest of
and efficient service. Custom Lynn Grove. Working after 4
-corn and on Saturdays. eterallCarpet Care. 489-2774.
repairs and custom jobs,
reasonable rates. Call Hugh
Deering at 435-443.1 after 4
pm. 







- 00 YOU need 'stumps
removed from your yard or
land cleared of stumps? We
can remove stumps up to 24"
below the ground, leaving
only sawdust and chips. Call
for free estimate, Steve Shaw
'7531490 or Bob Kemp, 435
:4343.
DRIVEWAYS & PARKING
areas white rocked and
graded. Free estimates, Call
Clifford Garrison, 753-5429
after 4 pm. 
EXPERIENCED CAR-
PENTER will do carpentry
or roofing. Free estimantes.
Call 759.1405 or 437 4351. 
FENCE SALES at Sears
now Call Sears 753-2310 for
free estimates for your
needs.
CHIMNEY CLEANING, rain
caps installed, minor repair.
References furnished. Call
the Chimney experts. Magic
Hat- Chimney Sweeps. 759.
4878. -
CAN'T GET those small lobs




small concrete jobs, call 436-
2562 after 5 pm.
FOR ALL YOUR Small
concrete, carpentry, pain-
ting and plumbing .jobS.'call





- specifications. Call Sears
753-2310 for tree estimates. 
GLASS WORK. Auto glass,
Storm windows and doors
repaired. Complete line of
glass and aluminum store
front work. Also small home
inprovement jobs. M & G
Complete Glass, 816 Cold-
water Rd. 753-0180. 
INSULATION! BLOWN IN,
fiberglass. Call 759-1820 alter
5 pm. Call 1-247-8986 collect. 
INSULATION BLOWN IN by
Sears, save on these high
heating and cooling bills.
Call Sears 753.2310 for free
estimates. 
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN
and gas installation, will do
plumbing, heating and sewer
cleaning. Call 753-7203. 
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN,
prompt, efficient service,





rates, free estimates. Call
753.5827. 
NEED TREES cut? Landolt
Tree Service. Call George
Landolt, 753-8170. 
NEED FIRE WOOD? Call
George Landolt at 753-8170. 
PIANO TUNING and repair.
Call Joe Jackson at Chuck's
Music Center, 753,3682 or 753-
7149 after 6 pm.
WOOFING, excellent
references. Call 753-1484
between 7 am and 3:30 pm,
ask for Shelley. 
ROOFING, ,FLAT OR
SHINGLES. Waterproofing
and mobile homes. 15 years
experience. -435-4173. 
SAVE ENERGY. Blown-in
or bats insulation. TVA
material • approved. Free
estimates, Cadiz Dry Wall
Contractors Inc., Cadiz, Ky:
Call (501)-924-5141. 
SMALL DOZE R -Spreadirigi




and Rat Terrier pups. Phone
7-$3-5510. 
57. WANTED 
100 ACRE ROW CROP farm
within 15 miles of Murray.
Good soil, mostly level. Call
753-5610 
Confused
About how to decorate your bathroom?
Who wouldn't be with so many materials on
the market today, and everybody screaming
'that their's is the best.'
Before you decide, come see our marble
display. We think it speaks for itself. We
think you will agree.
Put an end to your confusion at.
Thornton Tile
so 9th st And Marble 753-5719
"Quality That Will Please"
COMFORTABLE RANCH-STYLE LIVING
Here's your opportunity for a comfortable and
roomy home at a realistic price. Economic cen-
tral gas heat, central air and 2400 square feet of
living area which includes storage areas galore,
built-in bookcases and desks in bedrooms,
sewing room, den, living room, plus a 19' x 29'
family moth with lovely fireptgice. Private fen-
ced patio with gas grill adds that extra nice touch





George Gallaghea753-8129 Geri Andersen 753-
. 4ferryl'atttettort153Zi553-4 MITropperu . -
Bill R a burn 7514900- . Don-Bailey 760-4677-
trit-
tel




Larry Gayle Rogers, 33, of
1639 Farmer Ave., Murray,
died at 3:30 a.m. Saturday at
the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Mr. Rogers is survived by
his parents, Mr. and Mrs...J. D.
Rogers of the home address;
one brother, Jimmy Rogers cif
Hazel; and two' nephews,
Danny and Don Rogers of
Hazel.
Funeral arrangements,
which are incomplete at this
time, are being handled by
Max Church Funeral Home.
Friends may call at the






Style" was the title of a slide
show presented by Steve
Alcott, District Con-
servationist with the Soil
Conservation Service, to'
members of the MurriOr
Kiwanis Club at their regular
meeting Thursday night.
Alcott was transferred to
Murray five weeks ago from
Mt. Sterling. The slide show
uses two projectors and a tape
narrated by Glenn Murray,
State Conservationist from
Lexington.
It traces the development of
conservation in Kentucky and
the importance of soil and
water to all people. "Over
5,000 acres of land are lost'
' each year to urban develop-
ment and erosion and it is
important" to build and
maintain our soil and water
resources for people living
now, for future generations,
and for the preservation of
plant and,..aaimal wildlife,"
Murray' said. It also showed
that some farms of plants
have been completely
destroyed and the only record
-we now have are paintings by-
_artists. .
President Allen RusSell
presided at the meeting. Since
next Thursday is
Thanksgiving, the members
will meet next Tuesday
morning at 6:30 o'clock at the
Triangle Restaurant.
First Christian To
Hear Dr. Roos On
Sunday Morning
"The Art of Doing the
Possible!" will be the subject
of the sermon by the Rev. Dr.
David C. Roos at the 10:45
a.m. worship service on
Sunday, Nov. 19, at the First
Christian Churdi.4 Disciples of
Christi.
For the processional the
music will e "Praise to The
Lord" with Mark Austin and
Alison Marshall on trumpets
and Doug Craften and John
Hart on trombones.
The Chancel Choir, directed
by Margaret Porter, with
Maxine Clark at the organ and
Melanie Ross on the
glockenspiel, will sing the
anthem, "Prayer For The
Earth."
Betty Gore will be the
worship leader, Laura Cella
the candle lighter, and Dr. and
Mrs. D. M. Doty the greeters.
Elders and deacons will be Dr.
A. H. Titsworth, Frank
Wainscott, Voris Wells, Jim
Boone, Dr. Ron Cella, Darrel
McFerron, and Fred Wells.
The flowers on the com-
munion table will be in
memory of Mr. and Mrs. L. M.
Overbey, Jr., by Mrs. C. R.
Lisanby, Sr., and the red rose
bud on the chancel will be in
honor of Brian Witham Sin-
clair, born Nov. 14, to Mr. and
Mrs. David Sinclair with Mr.
and Mrs. Ray Sinclair as
grandparents.
Faye Austin will be in
charge of the nursery. Rozella
Henry will be the official
church visitor for the week.
Sunday School will be at 9:30
a.m. Sunday. Vespers and
Youth Groups will meet at 6
p.m. Sunday with the youth
groups supper to be at 5:30
p.m. The God and Country
Award class will be at 5 p.m.
Presbyterians To
Hear Pastor Speak
"Thanks Comes Hard" will
be the subject of the sermon
by the Rev. R. E. Rabatin,
pastor of the First
Presbyterian Church, at the.
.10:45 a.m. worship services on
Sunday, Nov. le, at the
church. Scripture reading will
be from Psalm 106:1-5, 47-48.
The Church Choir, directed
by Lisa Slater with Steve
Clark as organist, will sing the
anthem, "Song of Gratitude
and Praise."
Church School will be at 9:30
a.m. Sunday.
COMMUNITY THEATRE DONATION — Frances Galloway of the Kappa Department
of the Murray Woman's Club, second from right, presents A S300 check to Richard.
Valentine, director of the Community Theatre, second from left. The money is part of
last month's Haunted House proceeds, which was sponsored by the Kappas. Also pic-
tured are Dana Saco'', left, and lane Bailey, right, also of the Community Theatre. Miss
Silcos. Mrs. Bailey and Lewis Bossing performed scenes from "Charlie Brown" in the
children's room of the Haunted House this year.
Statt Photo Bv Debbie N. Lee
Methodist Church—BrOw John Dale-To-Speak At
To Hear Pastor And Services, Church Of Christ-
Have Church Supper
The First United Methodist
Church will hear the pastor,
the Rev. Dr. Walter E.
Michke, Jr., speak on the
subject, "Some Things To
Remember," at the 8:45 and
10:50 a.m. worship services on
Sunday,„Noy,19..
Irma Collins will sing a solo,
"Bless This House," at both
services. At the later service
the Children's Choir, directed
by Carol Thompson, will sing
"God Of Great and God Of
Small:" and • the Chancel
Choir will sing the anthem,.
"Rejoice In The Lord" with
Bea Farrell as organist and
Patty Smith and Dan Golando
playing the trumpets. Paul
Shahan is director of the
Chancel Choir.
Betty and Sam Duvall will
be the greeters for Sunday.
The church-wide
s Thanksgiving dinner will be
held Sunday, Nov. 19, at, 6:30
p.m.. sponsored----by- th
Hannah Circle with proceeds
going to the Dbris Gorrell
Children's Fund. Both the
Children's Choir and the
Wesley Fellowship Choir will
sing following the dinner.
Sunday School will be at 9:45
a.m. Sunday. .
LOOK WHAT YOUR MONEY
CAN DO FOR YOU!
Savings Plans that offer you maximum


















































Interest on all savings are Compounded Daily.
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715 So. 12th St
753-1214
, "Fellow helpers to the
Truth" will be the subject of
the sermons by Bro. John Dale
at the 8:30 and 10:40 a.m. and
6 p.m. services on Sunda',,
Nov. 19, at the Seventh and
Poplar Church of Christ.
His scripture will be from
Grace Baptists To
Hear Bill Amos And
Rev. R. J. Burpoe
e--
The Rev. Bill Amos from the
Baptist Children's Board will
be the speaker at the 10:45
a.m. worship services on
Sunday, Nov-. 19, at the Grace
Baptist Church.
"Bring All Your Needs Tu
The Altar" will be the
selection to bs,. sung by the
Church Choir, directed by the
Rev. Ronald Hardison, music
director, with Dwane Jones as
organit and Anita Underhill as
pianist.
The pastor, the Rev. R. J.
Burpoe, will speak at the 5:30
p.m. service Oil Sunday.




UnderhW, and Lottie Hall.
Bus drivers will be Dwane
Jones, Jimmy Hale. and Don
Hale.
Sunday School will be at 9:45
a.m. with Steve Smotherrnan
as superintendent. Wednesday




The Rev. Dr. Jerrell White,
pastor of the Memorial
--Baptist Church, will-speak 9,4-
the subject, "Thanksgivieg,"
with scripture from Psalm
.100, at the 10:50 a-.m. worship
services on Sunday, Nov. 19,
at the church.
J. T. Lee will direct the
singing with Margaret Wilkins
-- is organist and Sharon Owens
as pianist. Jimmy Wynn,
deacon of the week, will assist
in the services. The Sanctuary
Choir will present special
music in the morning service.,
At the 7 p.m. services the
—pastor will speak on the
subject, "Thinkful and Thank-
ful" with scripture from
-Psalm 105:14. The
Playground Choir, directed by
Donnie Hendrix, will present
special music.
Special guest speaker for
Sunday School open assembly
at 9:40 a.m. will be Bill Amos,
director of the Baptist Child
Care Program in Kentucky.
Church Training will be at 6
:p.m. Sunday.
III John 1-8 and I Cor. 15:58.
Assisting in the services will
be Johnny Bohannon, Jerry
Bolls, Ed West, Ronnie Sills
Lonnie Furr, Ted Howard,
Bob Miller, Roy Harmon, Huie
Suiter, Bruce McManus, Earl
Nanny, and Wayne Wilson.
Presiding for The Lord's
Supper will be Tommy
Carraway, Don Sanders, Gary
Lamb, James Thurmond, and
Randy Wright. Marsha
Turner will be the teen nur-
sery helper.
Bible study will be at 9:45
a.m. Sunday, Ladies Bible
Class at 9:30 a.m. Tuesday;






Williamson; pastor of the
Sinking Spring Baptist
Church, will speak at the 11
a.m. and 7 p.m. worship
services on Sunday, Nov. 19,
at the church. Jim Ituykendall
will serve as deacon of the
week.
Special guests at the
morning service will be the
Deaf Ministry Group from the
First Baptist Church, Paris,
Tenn.
The Adult Choir, directed by
Tommy Scott with Mrs. Scott
as pianist and Mrs. Jim Neale
as organist, will sing "Let's
Just Praise the Lord" and "No
Other Friend." •
The youth choir will meet at
5;30 a.m. for practice and will
sing in the evening service.
Sunday School will be at 10
a.m. and Church Training at 6
p.m. Bill Amos, director for
the Baptist Child Care
l5rogram, will speak to the
adults during the Church
Training hour.
• Volwiteer nursery workers
will be Mrs. Della Boggess
and Mrs. Carolyn Carroll.
Catholic Church
To Hear The Pastor
The Rev. Martin Mattingly,
pastor of St. Leo's Catholic
Church, will have as his
sermon topic, "Be Not Caught
Off Guard" with scripture
Erma Matthew 25:1440 at the
masses at 6:30 p.m. today and
at 8 a.m., 11 a.m., and 4:30
p.m. on Sunday.
Church School for grades 1
through 12 will be at 9:30 a.m.
Sunday. The nursery for 2 to 6
year olds will be at the 11 a.m.
mass on Sunday. Coffee and
doughnuts will be served after













State Cabinet Official Fined In
Connection With Game Fracas
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
A state cabinet official who
had pleaded innocent to a
charge, et second-degree
wanton endgangerrnent has
been fined $50 after pleading
guilty to an amended charge
in Fayette District Cowie
Eugene Mooney, 48,
secretary of the state
Departhient of Natural
Resources and Environmental
Protection, entered the guilty
plea after a motion to amend
the charge was ade by the
county attorney.
The wanton el angerment
Thompson Assigned
To Edwards Base
charge, which carried a
maximum sentence of 12
months in jail and a $500 fine,
stemmed from an incident
after the Kentucky-Georgia
football game Oct. 28.
Mooney drove his Jeep onto
a sidewalk to skirt a parking
lot barricade at Com-
monwealth Stadium and
allegedly disobeyed an order
to stop from Stephanie Brown,
a University of Kentucky
Conn Schedules
News Conference .
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
State Human Resources
Secretary Peter Conn ha5
scheduled a news conference
Tuesday to announce results
SAN ANTONIO, Texas —of his department's at-
Airman Greg Thompson, son
of Edwin Thompson of 1615
Wiswell Road, Murray, has
been assigned to Edwards Air
Force Base, Calif., for duty in
the U. S. Air Force medical
services field.
The airman, who recently
completed basic training at
Lackland Air Force Base,
Greg Thompson
Texas, studied the Air Force
mission, organization and
customs and received special
instruction in human
relations. Completion of this
training earned Thompson
credits toward an associate in
applied science degree
through the Commueity
College of the Air Force.
Airman Thompson is a 1976
graduate of Murray High
School.
vestigation of welfare fraud in
northern Kentucky.
The conference will be at 10
a.m. at the Drawbridge Inn at
Fort Mitchell.
A team of 20-25 special in-
vestigators have been in the
northern Kentucky area since
July.
A similar investigation was
made in Jefferson County
earlier this year. A
spokesman for Conn said the
investigators' next efforts will
be directed at Fayette County.
Investigators
Checking Fire
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
State and local arson in-
vestigators are trying to trace
paper forms found at the rear
of the Todd-Lindsay house in
an effort to find who set a fire.
that gutted the historic
downtown home Tuesday.
The forms appear to be an
evaluation form for em-
ployees.
It has been determined that
separate fires were set in
several places throughout the
vacant house.
City Building Inspector
John Robinson said that
unless a structural engineer's
report is received to certify
that the house can be safely




Her report said Mooney
cursed her and then "began to
drive off with me bodily
hanging onto his window."
The charge was amended
Friday to a violation of a city
oadinance .banning motor
vehicles from a public
sidewalk.
Mooney pleaded guilty
through his lawyer, Michael
R. Moloney, after Judge
Michael Roney accepted the
motion.
Mooney, wearing a gray suit
and a black, western-style hat,
brushed past reporters and




Ms. Brown did not appear
Friday.
According to the motion, she
reconsidered her action after
discussing the incident with
the county attorney's office
and agreed the violatiou2'was
not of a criminal nature."




will be held Sunday, Nov. 19,
at the First Baptist Church
with the minister of education,
the Rev. G. T. Moody, to speak
at 10:45 a.m., and the Rev.
Mike Spencer to speak at 7
p.m.
The pastor, the Rev. Dr. Bill
Whittaker, will be on vacation
for this weekend.
Randy Sorrow, minister Of
youth, and Ron Wright,
deacon of the week, will assist
in the services.
Dr. Lou McCain will sing a
solo at the morning service,
and Penny Wilson at the
evening service. The Church
Choir, directed by Wayne
Halley, and the College Choir
will sing at the morning and
evening services—. _
Otgani-sT will be Joan
Bowker and pianist will be
Vicki Sorrow. At the morning
service the ordinance of The
Lord's Supper will be ob-
served by the church.
Sunday School will be at 9:30










The best way to save the most electricity is to
insulate your home. Compared to a home with no
insulation, one with full insulation can reduce
heating costs by half, cooling costs by one-third.
Put at least R-19 in the attic and R-11 under the
floor. If you can only insulate one area, make it .
the ceiling to cut off heat's main escape reets,,_
For new homes, we recommend Super aver-
standards—R-30 in the attic and R-19 in the walls
and under the floor.
For complete information about insulation and
how you can install it yourself, ask your power
distributor for a copy of DI.STALLING HOME 
("R" refers to the ability of a material to resist
the flow of heat. The higher the R-number, the
greater the insulating value.)
Murray. Electric
iSystem
401 Olive 753.532
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